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Professor Arnold D. Well

Three experiments were conducted to
investigate the influence of
prior context on visual word recognition.

Experiment

1

revealed

that lexical access was facilitated (as
assessed by naming times)

when the critical word was preceded by

a

related word, with no

accompanying inhibition resulting from an unrelated
word prime.
Experiments

2

and

manipulated using

3,

a

In

the predictiveness of a sentential context was

modified Rapid Serial Visual Presentation tech-

nique and a word related to the critical word was embedded in
those

contexts on some of the trials.

Unlike Experiment

of related words in the context did not affect

1,

the presence

lexical access.

In

addition, only highly predictive sentential contexts yielded facilitation, and those sentential contexts that were highly predictive
of

some word other than the target word yielded inhibition.

results were interpreted as being consistent with
(Fodor,

a

These

modular view

1983) of lexical access, although some reservations were

expressed concerning the notion of a lexical processing module.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

There is little doubt that a linguistic
context can affect the

processing of

Morton
Tuiving

a

Long,

&
&

Gold,

word (e.g., Meyer, Schvaneveldt
1976;

Schuberth

1963).

Eimas,

&

Ruddy,

Swinney

1977;

&

1975;

Hakes,

1976;

In order to understand fully what is involved

when a reader encounters

a

word in context, however, it is necessary

to discern which aspects of

influence.

&

,

processing are susceptible to contextual

The critical distinction to make here is between those

procedures which make available certain information about the word,
and the procedures which make use of that information.

procedures correspond to the recognition of
of which word it is,

The former

word (i.e., knowledge

a

together with the word's meaning), so the latter

procedures correspond to post-recognition processes (e.g., the

integration of a word's meaning with the existent discourse representation).

Almost by definition, context must surely play a role in

post-recognition integration; the word must, after all, be integrated
into the context.

The interesting question,

context plays a role in word recognition.

question is "yes," as it seems to be,

Lt

then,

If

the answer to this

then becomes important to

determine just what it is about the context that
This

is whether or not

last point is worthy of elaboration.

is

relevant.

In attempting to

determine the critical features of a context that are relevant for
word recognition (hereafter,

asking the following:

lexical access), we are essentially

What sources of information are consulted

during the course of carrying
out the computations that
are necessary
for lexical access?

become clear as

I

The reason for rephrasing
the question should

attempt to answer the following
question:

Why

should we want to know the answer
to the previous question?
We should want to know the
relevant sources of information
because, first of all, a processor
has to be able to use these

sources in order for them to be relevant.

The point is that if infor-

mation of a particular type is used by
the lexical processor, then
the mere capability of the processor
to use that information telLs us

something about the nature of the processor.

Furthermore, the inabil-

ity of the processor to make use of a
particular type of information

will also reveal something about its nature.
A second reason for wanting to know the relevant
sources of

information is that a variant of this issue has been around for some
time in the form of the bottom-up /top-down controversy.

It

is diffi-

cult to dispute the claim that this controversy concerns an important
issue, for surely the direction of the flow of information is relevant
to determining the manner in which words are recognized.

The tradi-

tional bottom-up view is that no higher level process may affect a
lower level process, the emphasis being that incoming stimulus infor-

mation is always processed in the same manner, irrespective of the
state of the perceiver.

Thus, higher level information in the form

of a mental representation of a context is inaccessible

(i.e., irrele-

vant) to lexical access according to a strictly bottom-up view.

Phrasing the issue in terms of accessible information thus does not

diminish its importance.

However,

the traditional concern over

bottom-up versus top-down
processing n^y be

a bit

misdirected.

The
focus of the flow of information
leads us to identify inaccessible

information with all forms of higher
level information, including
any
information which might cause the
perceiver to be in a particular
state (of readiness) at the time
that some word is encountered.
An example of the latter type of
information is the knowledge that a

person has about what has been experienced
very recently.
of

The results

the lexical priming studies to be
discussed in the next section

reveal that such knowledge does seem
to influence Lexical access, as
in the case in which the presentation
of a word

(e.g.,

DOCTOR)

decreases the time it takes to identify a
subsequently presented
related word (e.g., NURSE).

I

will argue that, in contrast,

the evi-

dence regarding the influence of more abstract
forms of prior knowledge (such as that afforded by a sentence fragment)
leads one to question the relevance of such knowledge for lexical access.

The results

of

the research on lexical access thus suggest that the
identification

of

inaccessible information with all forms of higher level information

is not valid;

there do appear to be instances in which the state of

the perceiver affects lexical access.

The bottom-up/top-down dicho-

tomy provides no principled means of distinguishing these instances,

however
A principled way of distinguishing these instances does exist if

they are considered with respect to the relevant sources of information for lexical access.

When relevant information sources become the

focus, a useful conception is that of a

Lexical processor which has

access to some types of information, but not others.

The flow of

infomation within the processor
diminishes

in importance; what is

important is the kind of information
that the processor has access
to.
The relative accessibility of
various types of information Lies
at the

heart of the notion of "informational
encapsulation" (Fodor, 1983)
which in turn is an important feature
of what Fodor has called a pro-

cessing "module."

Briefly, a module may be thought of
as a processing

subsystem (e.g., the lexical processor)
which, in performing its computations, has access to a specific type of
information, and not to

any other types.

For example, the lexical processor (as
module) might

be expected to have access to information
regarding what the words of

the language are, as well as word meanings,
the constituent letters

and phonemes of words, and any other information
that is necessary to

extract a word meaning from a stimulus.

I

will discuss modularity and

lexical access later in greater detail, but for the moment,

merely

I

want to point out that the notion of a processing module preserves
the

autonomous flavor of the traditional bottom-up models (since

a

module

is oblivious to what goes on around it, apart from its specific

input), while suggesting a meaningful distinction between contexts

that can produce top-down effects (i.e., intramodular effects that

occur because the contextual information

is

accessible to the module),

and those that cannot.
In what follows,

I

will review research which has examined the

role of a single-word context in lexical access.

I

will then consider

the results of studies which have employed sentence fragments as con-

texts and, in concurrence with others (e.g., Fodor,
1979,

1981;

Stanovich

&

West,

1983; Tanenhaus

,

1983;

Carlson,

&

Forster,

Seidenberg,

1984), argue that there is no convincing
evidence that such contexts

exert any effects on lexical access
beyond those of their constituent

words.

Next,

I

will describe new research with
which

devise a strong test of the previous
assertion.

I

attempted to

Finally,

I

will argue

that the notion of the modularity of
lexical access provides the best

theoretical account of the research, as well
as the most promising
research strategy.

Single-word Priming Studies

In a seminal study, Meyer,

examined the effect of

a

Schvaneveldt

,

and Ruddy (1975)

single-word context on lexical access by

asking their subjects to name or make lexical decisions to successively presented words (and nonwords in the lexical decision task).
They observed

a

context effect such that responses were faster when a

word was preceded by an associated word (e.g., BREAD-BUTTER) than when
preceded by an unassociated word (e.g., NURSE-BUTTER), and the magnitude of this effect did not vary across tasks.

These results may be interpreted according to a host of word

recognition models (e.g., Becker, 1980; Forster, 1979; Mars len-Wilson
&

Walsh,

1978; Morton,

1969).

I

will arbitrarily choose Morton's

logogen model to describe in order to provide some framework in which
to discuss the effects of a single-word context.

According to the

model, every word has a corresponding word detector, or logogen.

The

iogogens receive sensory information from the stimulus and semantic

information from prior context.

This information serves to increase

the level of activation of
the receiving logogen.

poses,

I

For present pur-

Will assume that a word is
recognized when the activation

level at the corresponding logogen
exceeds a certain threshold.

Context has its effect because
logogens of related words receive
activation due to their relationship with
the context, while logogens of

unrelated words receive only sensory
activation.

Thus,

related logo-

gens need less sensory activation to
reach threshold.
The two-process theory of Posner and
Snyder (1975) accounts for

context effects with

a

slightly different emphasis.

Posner and Snyder

basically accepted the logogen framework, but
elaborated on it in
terms of two processes.

A single-word context is assumed to activate

its logogen, and this activation is assumed to
spread (cf. Collins

Loftus,
ones.

&

1975) to semantically related logogens, but not to unrelated

This spreading activation process is assumed to be
fast-acting,

to occur without awareness or intent, and to have no
effect on the

retrieval of information from unrelated logogens.

In contrast,

a

limited-capacity attentional process is also assumed to facilitate
processing, this facilitation occurring for stimuli "semantically

near" or upon which attention has been focused.

The attentional

mechanism is assumed to be relatively slow-acting, to be unable to
operate without awareness and intent, and to inhibit the retrieval of

information from unrelated logogens.
In order to evaluate the two-process

theory of expectancy, there

must be a neutral baseline from which facilitation and inhibition can
be assessed.

Employing such a baseline

(a

row of Xs)

tested the theory with highly favorable results.

,

Neely (1977)

He examined the

lexical decision times to
primed and unprimed words
at stimulus onset
asynchronies (SOAs) of 250,
400, and 700 .sec.
For purposes of description, the critical primes
were BIRD and BODY.
Subjects were told
that When BIRD was the prime,
the probability was high
that the target would be a type of bird,
given that it was a word.
In contrast,
when BODY was the prime, the
probability was high that the target
would be a type of building.
Since there should be no
pre-existing

associations between BODY and types of
buildings, this -shift" condition provided a fairly direct
means of examination of the attentional
mechanism.

At

the 250 msec SOA,

only facilitation was observed, and

this was only for semantically related
targets (e.g., BIRD-ROBIN,

BODY-HEART).

At 400 msec,

the only significant facilitation was
for

BIRD-ROBIN (the facilitation effect for BODY-HEART
was negligible).
Semantically unrelated targets showed significant
inhibition (e.g.,

BIRD-ARM and BODY-SPARROW), but the unrelated
BODY-DOOR items showed
a

slight (nonsignificant) facilitation effect.

By 700 msec,

both

BIRD-ROBIN and BODY-DOOR showed facilitation effects,
though the
effect for the former pair was not significant.

All other conditions

showed inhibition.
As already mentioned,
the two-process theory.

these results are extremely consistent with

The facilitation without inhibition at the

250 msec SOA is reflective of the automatic spreading activation process.

Since the attentional mechanism would have to be invoked to

see facilitation for BODY-DOOR,

there is no effect at the short SOA.

By 400 msec, while there is still no significant facilitation for

BODY-DOOR, it is noteworthy that there is no inhibition, since both

BODY-SPARROW and BIRD-ARM show
inhibition at this SOA.

Also, since

BODY-HEART shows no facilitation,
while BIRD-ROBIN does, the
entire
pattern of results suggests that
the attentional process
is beginning
to yield an effect at this SOA.

The results at the 700
.sec SOA sug-

gest that only the attentional
mechanisra had an effect at this
delay.

Additional evidence for the existence
of an automatic spreading

activation mechanism was observed by
Fischier (1977a).

He utilized a

task in which subjects decided as quickly
as possible whether or not
two simultaneously presented stimuli
were both words.
in reaction times

The differenc e

(RTs) to related and unrelated pairs
of words did

not change as a function of the subjects'
expectancies to see associ-

ated words.

Expectancy was manipulated by the presence or
absence of

associated trials prior to a critical trial.

If

the priming effect

was completely due to an attentional mechanism, then
changing subjects' expectancies for related trials should have had
an impact on
the magnitude of the effect.

Since that was not the case,

these

results suggest that the priming effect was primarily due to an

automatic process.
In a related study,

Fischier (1977b) found that the magnitude of

the priming effect (using unrelated primes in the baseline condition)

was relatively independent of interword association strength (as

assessed by

a

normative procedure).

Semantic similarity has a higher

correlation with the magnitude of the priming effect than did associative strength, and Fischier observed semantic priming with no direct

associative relationship.

If

it

is

assumed that the absence of a

direct associative relationship precludes the use of an attentional

.echanis., then these results
are further evidence of the
importance
of an automatic spreading
activation mechanism for contextual
effects.
Tweedy, Lapinski, and Schvaneveidt
(1977), in contrast with

FischLer (1977a), found that the
magnitude of the context effect
(treating unrelated primes as
"neutral") in a lexical decision
task
(LDT) was sensitive to the
proportion of related pairs in a block
of

trials.

This result is consistent with the
existence of an automatic

component, but suggests that another
(attentional) mechanism must also
be involved.

The inconsistency of this result
with that of Fischler

may have been due to a slight difference
in procedures.
SOA in Fischler

's

The effective

study was the amount of time necessary to
recognize

one of two simultaneously presented words,
while in Tweedy et al.'s
study, it was the lexical decision time to the
prime word plus 100
msec.

Since the effective SOA was probably greater in the
Utter

case, the likelihood that attentional processes were
involved would be

expected to be greater there as well.
et al.,

The results observed by Tweedy

then, together with those of Fischler and Neely, provide

fairly strong support for the two-process account of contextual

effects on lexical access.
There is evidence, however, which suggests that the notion of

automatic facilitation without inhibition may need modification.
First, although Neely

's

data at the 250 msec SOA did not show any

inhibit ion effects when RT was the dependent measure, the error rates
did suggest this possibility.

Second, Antos (1979) observed signifi-

cant inhibition effects in an LDT at an SOA of 200 msec.

Finally,

Myers and Lorch (1980) observed inhibition in a sentence verification

task at an SOA of 250 .sec.

Ail of these results appear
to be incon-

sistent With the notion that
(attent iona 1) processes that
create
inhibition effects are slow to
develop (or alternatively, that
automatic processes are inhibitionless)
Myers and Lorch suggested two
.

alternative modifications of the
two-process theory.

First, the

theory could be amended such that
conscious processes are not neces-

sarily slow to develop.

Alternatively, one couLd abandon the claim

that automatic processes are
completely capacity free, or at least

shift the emphasis of the automatic Lty
notion to the claim that auto-

matic processes are obligatory and, as such,
will sometimes draw

attention (or capacity).
Becker (1976,

1980) has proposed an alternative model of con-

textual effects that accounts for facilitation and
inhibition effects

very differently than the two-process model.
cation model, stimulus information from a word

sensory memory.

According to his verifiLs

first encoded into a

This information is then analyzed via a feature

extraction process, the output of which is received by a bank of word
detectors corresponding to the lexicon.

The features serve to acti-

vate a set of these word detectors (the sensory set) which is consistent with them.

Members of the sensory set are then selected on the

basis of word frequency to undergo a verification process,

information concerning the relations among features for
word is combined with those features to construct
tation.

particular

sensory represen-

This constructed representation is then compared to what

in sensory memory.
if not,

a

a

in which

If

there is a match,

the word

Ls

Is

recognized, and

another candidate is selected from the sensory set until

a

11

niatch

is found or the set is
exhausted.

^^en a prior context is
provided, it is assumed that
semantic
information can be used to activate
a set of word detectors
(the

semantic set) that are consistent
with the context.

Thus, members of

the semantic set can undergo
verification as soon as the sensory

memory has encoded a representation,
rather than waiting for the output of

feature analysis.

This mechanism is sufficient to
account for

the faster processing of contextually
appropriate words relative to

inappropriate words.

Facilitation and inhibition effects are

accounted for by assuming that the size
of the semantic set is subject
to strategic factors that may arise
as a function of materials and

individuals, and that the semantic set is always
exhaustively searched

before the sensory set is examined.

Since unrelated words are not

generally included in the semantic set, it follows
that their verifi-

cation must wait for the exhaustive search of the
semantic set.
a neutral context,

this will not be the case.

Thus,

With

the magnitude of

the inhibition effect is dependent upon the size of
the semantic set.

More specifically, data will be facilitation dominant when

a small

semantic set is used and the probability of the target being included
in the semantic set is high, while inhibition dominance will occur

when

a

large semantic set is used and the target has a fairly Low

probability of inclusion.
Becker (1980) reported evidence consistent with this interpretation.

He suggested that small semantic sets would result when con-

texts are strong and consistent in the strength of their relationship

with the target words, and large semantic sets should occur with weak

12

and inconsistent contexts.

Using antony. pri.es to
represent the

former and category pri.es
for the Latter, Becker
observed the predicted result, With antonyms
yielding facilitation dominance,
and

category na.es yielding inhibition
dominance.

Eisenberg and Becker

(1982) attempted to induce subjects
to decrease the size of
their

semantic sets by giving them
explicit instructions
an upcoming word.

to

try

to

predict

Using the category prime
materials that had pre-

viously produced an inhibition
effect for Becker (1980). they
observed
a

pattern of facilitation dominance.

This result seems particularly

problematic for the two-process theory,
since

it

might be expected

that the prediction instructions would
encourage the use of the atten-

tional mechanism, which should have resulted
in a substantial inhibition effect, along with the observed
facilitation effect.

The veri-

fication model is not without problems in this
regard, however,

for it

is not apparent how it accounts for the
presence of substantial

inhibition and facilitation effects within

possibility is that individuals differ in

a

single experiment.

t-heir use of

One

strategies

regarding the size of the semantic set (Eisenberg and Becker observed
results consistent with this view), or perhaps that strategies change
over trials for a given individual.

These "mixing" explanations can

account for the simultaneous presence of facilitation and inhibition,
but it should not then be possible to observe strong effects of both

types (see, e.g., Neeiy,

1977).

It

appears,

then,

two-process account nor the verification model

is

that neither the
fully capable of

handling all of the existing results concerning facilitation and
inhibition effects in single-word priming experiments.

13

As .mentioned earlier, there
are a nu.ber of existing
.odeis of

contextual effects on word recognition,
and these .odels have spawned
a considerable body of research
utilizing the single-word priming
paradigm (for reviews, see Henderson,
1982;

Norris,

1980).

It

is not

my purpose here to evaluate the
relative merits of these models on
the
basis of the single-word priming
evidence.
Rather, I have attempted
to briefly characterize the
evidence which is sufficient

to demon-

strate the existence of an effect of a
single-word context on Lexical
access, along with evidence (and some
potential mechanisms) characterizing the basic components of the
single-word context effect (namely,

facilitation and inhibition).
As

I

previously stated,

I

believe that we should be interested

the nature of the information that is available
for use by the

processor.

in

lexical

Most of the existing models of contextual effects
on lexi-

cal access, however

[e.g., Morton's (1969)

(1976) verification model,

Logogen model, Becker's

Forster's (1976) search model, Norris's

(1980) checking model, and the cohort model of Marsien-Wilson and

Welsh (1978)], do not provide a principled means for distinguishing
between accessible and inaccessible information.

For example,

the

logogen model incorporates contextual effects by allowing activation
levels of logogens to be influenced by context;

the search and

veri-

fication models permit context to restrict the range of candidates
that must be compared to the stimulus in order to recognize a word;
the checking and cohort models allow context to Influence the composi-

tion of a set of candidate entries which are initially selected by the

stimulus properties of the word.

In short,

the problem with these

14

models is that they are too
eenprp
general,
y
^
i

m
.-^

u
that. they
inherently treat

Single- and multiword (i.e.,
sentential) contexts in the
sa™e manner.
The evidence (both new and
existing) which I will
subsequently describe suggests that this is a
mistakp
it is
.-o
mistafce.
It
not. the type of mistake
that Will necessarily invalidate
these models, however; it is
a mistake in focus.
None of the models can
distinguish between single-word
and sentential contexts on the
basis of a theoretical construct
that
is specific to that model.

In contrast,

this sort of distinction is

what the notion of a processing
module is all about.

Thus, if this

distinction is truly borne out by the
empirical evidence, then the
construct of modularity would seem to be
precisely what we would want
in order to deal with it most effectively.

Sentential Contexts and Lexical Access

This section is organized on the basis of two different
potential

roles of a sentential context; one as a determiner of the
appropriate

meaning of an ambiguous word, and the other as an influence of the
process of identifying

a

able the word's meaning).

word (but without necessarily making availThese two roles of context correspond to a

distinction made by Flores d'Arcais and Schreuder (1983) between conceptual and lexical units, and to

a

distinction made by Tanenhaus,

Carlson, and Seidenberg (1984) between the information which is made

available as

a

consequence of lexical access, and the manner in which

that information is made available.
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Am biguity Resolution a nd
LexicaJ Appp.c
Using an LDT, Rubenstein,
Lewis, and Rubenstein
(1971) observed
that homographs were verified
as words faster than
nonhomographs when
the former were nonsystematic
(i.e., the different meanings
of the

words are not related, as for
YARD), but not when they were
systematic
(i.e.,

the meanings are related, as
for GLUE).

They interpreted this

finding as suggesting that
unsystematic homographs have more than
one
lexical entry, while systematic
homographs do not.
of

If

a

random search

the lexicon is assumed, this will
result in faster RTs for unsys-

tematic homographs.

The importance of this result for
present pur-

poses, however, is that it demonstrates
an effect of multiple o^eanings
on performance.

Similarly, HoUey-Wilcox and Blank
(1980) found equal

facilitation for words related to either meaning
of an ambiguous prime
in an LDT, and Foss (1970) found that subjects
detected a target

phoneme more quickly following unambiguous words
in the presence of a

neutral context.

Tliis

suggests that in the absence of context, mul-

tiple meanings of an ambiguous word tend to become activated
by its

presentation.
There are two important ways that context might be used to

resolve the meaning of ambiguous words.

One way is to bias a single

meaning ahead of time, such that only that meaning gets activated when
the ambiguous word is encountered.

selective activation account.

This will be referred to as the

In contrast, multiple meanings of an

ambiguous word may become active, and

a

single meaning can then be

selected on the basis of its congruence with the prior context.

Since

the task of activating a word's meaning is something we would expect
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th. lexlc.I processor to be
rasponsibu for, a context that
Is capable
Of selectively activating a
meaning of an a.bigncus word
Is one which

provides information that the
processor can utilize.

If

the multiple

meanings account is correct,
however, then the lexical
processor is
incapable of making use of information
provided by a prior context in

computing the meaning of an ambiguous
word; its output remains the
same, regardless of context.

A number of studies have attempted
to distinguish between the
selective activation and multiple meanings
accounts.

Foss and Jenkins

(1973) used a phoneme-monitoring task and biased
and neutral sentence

contexts.

The logic behind the use of the
phoneme-monitoring task is

that if several meanings must be examined
before the meaning of an

ambiguous word is determined, then subjects .should
be slower
a target phoneme when it closely follows
ambiguous words

to

detect

than when it

follows unambiguous words (assuming that the meaning
selection process
and phoneme detection require capacity).

Foss and Jenkins found an

ambiguity effect in the predicted direction, the effect being
insensitive to context.

They argued that this was evidence against the

selective activation view, since according to this account, the

capacity-demanding congruity check would not be necessary with
biasing context.

Therefore,

a

prior

the ambiguity effect should have been

smaller in the biased condition.
Cairns and Kamerman (1975) were curious about how long the multiple meanings of an ambiguous word are maintained in working memory

before a single meaning is selected.

In particular,

they were inter-

ested in whether subjects did as much processing as possible upon
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encountering an ambiguous word,
or whether they perhaps
waited until
a Clausal boundary
before selecting a meaning.
These investigators
also employed the
phone.e-.onitoring task.
Instead of using the previous rationale regarding
ambiguity effects in this task,
they assumed
that maintaining several
meanings in working memory
requires capacity,
but the predictions were
identical to those in the Foss
and Jenkins
study.
They observed an ambiguity
effect at a ..ero word delay, but

not at a two word delay.

They interpreted this to mean
that multiple

meanings of an ambiguous word are
activated given

a

biasing sentential

context, but a single meaning is
selected immediately, and unselected

meanings are not maintained in working
memory.
Conrad (1974) used a Stroop color-naming
task in a parallel study
to that of Foss and Jenkins

(1973), and arrived at similar conclusions

regarding multiple activation of meanings.

Her subjects read sen-

tences ending in ambiguous words, followed immediately
by the presentation of a colored word.

Conrad observed interference when the

ambiguous word itself was presented, and also with
appropriate and
inappropriate related meanings of the ambiguous word (relative to
an

unambiguous control sentence that did not contain the word).

These

effects were observed whether or not the sentential context was biased
toward a single meaning of the ambiguous word.
to

this point,

then,

The results reviewed

suggest that a sentential context acts fairly

quickly to select one of several meanings that become activated after
an ambiguous word is encountered.

There is evidence which suggests, however, that a sentential context might act to selectively activate a single meaning of an arabigu-
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ous word.

Swinney and Hakes (1976)
argued that studies that
had
failed to observe an effect
of biasing sentential
context were flawed
in at least two ways.
So.e studies (e.g., Conrad,
1974) utilized
tasks in which attention was
drawn to the presence of
ambiguous words
and/or the words were repeated
a number of ti^es.
Such tasks do not

necessarily reflect processing as
stances (as in reading text).

it

occurs under more normal circum-

Secondly, studies which failed
to sup-

port the selective activation
account may have failed to do so
because
they did not employ contexts
that strongly biased a particular
meaning
of an ambiguous word

1973).

(e.g..

Cairns

&

Kamerman,

1975;

Foss

&

Jenkins,

Swinney and Hakes utilized a phoneme
monitoring task and

corrected these potential flaws.

They presented their subjects with

sentence pairs, and an ambiguous word was
always presented in the
second sentence.

The target phoneme occurred no more than
two words

following the ambiguous word.

Ambiguous words were presented with no

disambiguating context, with disambiguating context
occurring one to
three syllables before the ambiguous word (immediate
condition), or

with disambiguating context occurring in the first sentence
(distant
condition).

Consistent with the selective activation hypothesis,

Swinney and Hakes observed a significant ambiguity by context
condition interaction, in which the ambiguity effect was greater in the

neutral condition than in the other two.
reversal in the immediate condition.

In

fact,

there was a slight

The only significant ambiguity

effect occurred in the neutral condition.
A problem exists for the interpretation of these results as support for selective activation, however,

in

that the interval between

.
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the ambiguous word and
the taroot
target „u„
phoneme may have been long
enough to

significantly weaten the ambiguity
effect.

On some occasions,

the

critical phoneme occurred
as much as two words
after the ambiguity,
and Cairns and Kamerman
(1975) failed to observe an
ambiguity effect
at a delay of this length,
although an affect was present
at a shorter
delay
A more fundamental criticism
concerns the use of phoneme-

monitoring tasks in all of the
previously mentioned ambiguity
studies.
Specifically, Mehler, Segui and
Carey (1978) and Newman and Dell
,

(1978) have shown that these studies
have failed to control for the

length and identity of the initial
phoneme of the ambiguous word.

The

former investigators showed that
monitoring latency decreases with the

length of the immediately preceding word,
and the latter demonstrated
that monitoring Latency iacreases with
the similarity of the initial

phoneme of the ambiguous word to the target
phoneme.

Furthermore, it

appears that these factors were confounded with
ambiguity in earlier
studies.

This obviously makes the interpretation of
these results

extremely problematic.
One way to circumvent this difficulty is to
utilize a different

measure.

This was done by Tanenhaus, Leiman, and Seidenberg
(1979),

whose subjects listened to a sentence like

I

BOUGHT THE WATCH and

named visually presented words like SEE or CLOCK shortly afterwards.
The rationale was the same as in the priming studies mentioned

earlier; meanings that are activated by an ambiguous word should prime

related words.

Tanenhaus et al. observed a priming effect for both

meanings relative to

a

control sentence (e.g.,

I

BOUGHT THE CAKE) when

.
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the interstimuius interval

(ISI) was zero .sec,
while only the

appropriate meaning was primed
at ISIs of 200 and 600
msec.
(ISI
refers to the interval between
the offset
OLiset of
uot th^
the ambiguous
word

and

the onset of the target word.)

This suggests that multiple
meanings

are activated, and that
irrelevant meanings decay or
are suppressed
quite rapidly.
It is aot clear how
such a fast-acting suppression
mechanism would work. Two additional
aspects of this study are noteworthy:
First, the constraint imposed
by the context was essentially

syntactic, rather than semantic;
second, this study is open to the

criticism that the contexts were not
biased strongly enough to produce
selective activation (or possibly, that
only semantic constraints can

produce selective activation).

In

other words,

it

is questionable

to

generalize from the noun-verb ambiguity used
in the Tanenhaus et al
study to ambiguity in general.
These questions are laid to rest by Swinney
(1979), who also

presented sentences auditorally, in combination with

a

visual LDT.

He used the same materials that had suggested
selective activation in
a

phoneme-monitoring task (Swinney

imposed semantic constraints.

ambiguous word were primed at

&

Hakes,

1976), aad these materials

Swinney found that both meanings of an
a

probe delay of zero syllables, while

only the appropriate meaning was primed at

a

three syllable delay.

Somewhat contradictory results are reported by Simpson (1981),

who found evidence for selective activation using the same paradigm
as Swinney.

A possible reconciliation of this discrepancy is that

Simpson employed only a 120 msec ISI.

If

one is willing to accept the

fast-acting suppression notion suggested by the data of Tanenhaus et
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Hi.

(1979), then perhaps inappropriate
meanings can he suppressed
as
.uic.iy as 120 .sec.
Tanenhaus et ai. did observe
evidence supporting

multiple activation with a zero
™sec delay, and selective
priming
after 200 msec had elapsed.
Since Simpson employed no
zero msec delay

condition as an Immediate test
of multiple activation,
his results are
fairly consistent with theirs;
a sentential context
does not appear to
be effective in select
J-ecniveiy
ivelv biPGn-Ti,T
biasing i-k
the, meaning that is computed
by

the lexical processor.

There is evidence which suggests,
however, that some form of context might act to selectively
activate a single meaning of an ambiguous word.

Schvaneveldt, Meyer, and Becker
(1976) found that lexical

decisions to the Last word of

a

sequence of the form unambiguous-

ambiguous-unambiguous were faster when the first
and third ^ords were
related to the same meaning of the ambiguous
word (e.g., SAVE-BANKMONEY) than when they were related to
different meanings (e.g., RIVER-

BANK-MONEY).

RTs in the

Latter condition did not differ from a con-

trol sequence with unrelated words.

This suggests the possibility

that a single meaning might be biased by context under
some circum-

stances:

specifically, under circumstances when a single related word

provides the context.
Seidenberg, Tanenhaus

,

Leiman, and Bienkowski (1982) conducted a

study which examined the possibility that a related word embedded in
a sentential context might also produce selective activation.

They

employed the same experimental paradigm that was used by Tanenhaus
et al.

(1979).

With contexts Like YOU SHOULD HAVE PLAYED THE SPADE,

words related to both meanings of the terminaL ambiguous word were
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primed at a zero .sec delay,
while only'words related to
the appropriate meaning were priced after
200 .sec.
This replicated the findings
of Swinney (1979) and
Tanenhaus et al. (1979).
However, Seidenberg
et ai. did observe evidence
supporting selective activation at
no

delay when the sentence context
contained a word that was se.antically
related to the ambiguous word (e.g.,
THE BRIDGE PLAYER TRUMPED THE
SPADE).

This result strongly suggests
that selective activation

depends upon the presence of a related
word in the context.

One pos-

sible qualification to this conclusion
is that it may have been the
case that Seidenberg et al.'s related-word
contexts were more con-

straining than those without related words.

This allows the possible

alternative interpretation that since the presence
of related words
was confounded with contextual constraint,
then the contexts without

related words failed to produce selective activation
merely because
they were not strong enough, and not because there
is anything critical about the presence of related words.

I

believe that this account

may be dismissed, however, on the basis of Swinney

's

(1979) results.

His contexts were fairly constraining, and he found no evidence for

selective activation.

Thus, related words do appear to have a neces-

sary function in producing selective activation of word meanings.
To summarize,

the evidence reviewed suggests that the role of

context in ambiguity resolution is primarily as

a means

of

selecting

an appropriate meaning from among the multiple meanings that are

activated by an ambiguous word.

It

appears that this selection occurs

very quickly, and that the other, inappropriate meanings decay or are
suppressed almost as quickly.

Finally,

it seems that when a single
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related word is used as the prior
context, or when a sentential

context contains a related word,
selective activation of a single
meaning is possible. An obvious
question regarding the presence
of

related word in a sentential context
concerns the proximity of that
word to the ambiguous word.
If an automatic spreading
activation
a

mechanism is assumed to underlie this
related word effect, then the
prime-target distance (both temporal and
in terms of intervening
words) should be a critical factor.

Another question regarding the hypothetical
(related word) selective activation mechanism concerns its
susceptibility to influence by
the preceding discourse.

Seidenberg et al

it operates in isolated sentences.

It

examined this mechanism as

.

is possible,

however, that its

operation may be influenced by a more potent context,
or one which has
had some time to build up expectations.

the selective activation

If

mechanism is truly an automatic one which operates
solely on the basis
of semantic or associative relationships between
pairs of words,

then

given a context like THE GROCER AND THE FARMER GOT TOGETHER FOR A GAME
ONCE EACH WEEK, it should be harder to comprehend THE FARMER PLAYED
THE SPADE than to comprehend THE GROCER PLAYED THE SPADE.

because FARMER should restrict activation

to

This is

the "tool" meaning of

SPADE, which would require a reanalysis of the word which would not be

necessary if the grocer played the spade.

In the

latter case, all

meanings would be activated, and the appropriate one would be
selected.

Thus,

it should be possible to demonstrate

that the selec-

tive activation mechanism can actually work against the context pro-

vided by the discourse.
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The evidence regarding
the role of context
in detennining the
output of the lexical
processor strongl, suggests
that a meaningful

distinction needs to be

^de

between sentential contexts
that do not

contain words related to the
target and those that do
(along >^th
related single-word contexts).
1 have already .ade
the ciai™ that if
such a distinction were
mandated by the empirical
evidence, then most
existing ,K>dels of word
recognition would be rendered
incomplete, in
that they do .ot inherently
possess the characteristics which
would
allow such a principled distinction
to be made.
Before describing how
the notion of modularity would
permit,

tion,

I

even require, such

a

distinc-

will review further evidence
which suggests that it Is neces-

sary to make.

This evidence concerns the role of
context in deter-

mining the manner in which the lexical
processor makes its output
available.

Context and the Process of Word Identification
At this point,

it may be useful to review the distinction
I am

making between the output of the lexical processor
and the process by
which that output becomes available.

In the

previous section,

I

dealt

with evidence concerning the possible role of context
as a determiner
of the final output of the
of

contextual influence regarding the meaning

or made available by the
I

lexical processor (i.e., the possibility

Lexical processor).

(s)

that are indicated

In the

present section,

will review the evidence regarding the possible role(s) of context

as a facilitator

(or

stimulus as a word.

inhibitor) of the process that identifies a

A helpful distinction to bear in mind is between
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the process of determining
which of the existing
iexic.i entries corresponds to the word that
has been encountered,
and the process of

specifying the .eaning(s,
associated with that entry.

The preceding

section was concerned with the
latter process; this section
deals with
the former.
The results of early studies
which examined the role of a sentential context in the word
identification process are not terribly

consistent.

For example, Schuberth and
Eimas (1977) observed a fac-

iiitatory effect for congruent (i.e.,
predictable) words, relative to
a "neutral" baseline,

in an LDT

.

They also observed a facilitatory

effect for nonwords, however, which
raises questions about the

appropriateness of their baseline and task.

Fischler and Bloom (1979)

categorized their target words according to
their degree of predict-

ability from context.

Using an LDT, they found that a sentential

context facilitated performance only for highly
predictable (greater
than 79%) words, had no effect for congruent
but Less predictable
words, and slowed RTs to anomalous words, relative
to a baseline

consisting of a string of Xs

.

Stanovich and West (1979) found that

sentential contexts facilitated naming times for congruous words, but
did not significantly inhibit responses to incongruous words.

They

have observed this facilitation dominance a number of times

(Stanovich

&

West,

1981,

1983; West

6.

Stanovich,

1982), and using a

variety of neutral contexts (e.g., THE, THE THE THE, THEY SAID IT WAS
THE).

The apparent inconsistency of

not so severe, however,

their interpretation.

if

the results of

these studies is

certain factors are taken into account in

.
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Two factors whose
importance was underestimated
in these early
studies are the choices of
experimental task and neutral
baseline.
The LDT has recently come
under fire as a means of
assessing contextual effects (Forster,
1981; Seidenberg, Water,
Sanders, . Langer,
west
1984;
. Stanovich, 1982).
The basis of this criticism
is that
the task is overly sensitive
to effects occurring at
response decis ion

and/or execution stages of
processing (i.e., post-lexical
processes).
Since the primary concern here
is with the role of a
sentential context in word recognition, the
presence of such post-lexical effect
S IS

obviously undesirable, for it makes
the interpretation of facilita-

tion/inhibition effects difficult.

Forster (1981) proposed the fol-

lowing strategy in suggesting how
such post-lexical effects could

occur when the LDT is employed:

If

1)

that is expected given the context,
2)

the target matches the word

then respond "yes" immediately;

if the target does not match, verify
the target is a word, and

respond "yes" if it is.

This strategy would produce facilitation
for

expected targets, with little or no inhibition for
unexpected targets.
Alternatively, the failure to find

a

match between the target and the

stimulus might produce a response bias to say "no,"
so inhibition
could also arise purely as a function of post-lexical processes.

Because the selection of a response in the naming task is not
binary,
and also owing to its highly over learned nature, the naming task
would

seem to be much less susceptible to contamination from post-lexical
effects

'^en Forster (1981) directly compared the LDT and the naming
task, he found that the

latter yielded no facilitatory effect of a
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sentential context for highly
predictable or appropriate
targets, and
a small inhibition
effect for inappropriate
(anomalous) targets.
In
contrast, the LDT yielded a
facilitation effect for
predictable
targets, but otherwise the same
pattern of results.
Based on the
strategy proposed above, he
concluded that the LDT is an
inappropriate
task, and that a sentential
context does not act to facilitate
word
recognition. West and Stanovich
(1982) reached a different conclusion,

finding that inhibition to
Incongruent targets was increased in

the LDT.

These investigators, however,
observed facilitation for

congruent targets with the naming task,
aad concluded that a sentential context can facilitate word
recognition.

I

will discuss the

difference between these conclusions shortly,
but the

,nain

point for

present purposes is that the LDT appears
to be overly sensitive to

strategic factors which are likely to be postlexical

.

Consequently,

the interpretation of the results of studies
which have employed this

task to assess sentential context effects is extremely
problematic.
One difference between the studies of Stanovich
and West and
that of Forster (1981) is the choice of a neutral
baseline.

Stanovich

and West typically used a fairly vacuous neutral context
(e.g., THEY
SAID IT WAS THE).

Forster argued that such a baseline may not be

entirely neutral, since some words may be more congruent with it than
others.

Tliis

argument seems weak, particularly in light of results

reported by Stanovich and West (1983) in which several baselines similar to the above example were evaluated;

there was essentially no

difference in the pattern of results as a function of baseline condition.

Nevertheless, Forster employed a baseline which was a List of

.
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rando. „ords. arguing that
since semantic Integration
of the target
With the context Is Impossible
with this baseline, then
it Is truly
neutral
The importance of the
baseline condition is that
conclusions

regarding facilitation and
inhibition, and hence the nature
of contextual effects, are completely
dependent upon it.
If the chosen
baseline yields an overestimate
of a truly neutral condition,
facilitation Will be overestimated.
Alternatively, if the baseline yields
an underestimate, inhibition will
be exaggerated.

Forster (1981)

argued that given two otherwise
equal baselines, the faster should
always be chosen.
to be appropriate.

However, Forster

choice of baseline does not seem

's

Given a sentential context, there are
likely to be

(post-lexical) syntactic and semantic integration
processes occurring.
In fact, one reason for preferring the
naming task over the LDT is

that the former minimizes the effects on RT due
to differences in

integrability between target words.

Note, however, that post-lexical

integration is impossible with Forster 's random-word
baseline.

It

seems likely that subjects might quickly realize this,
and omit this

processing from the task when in the baseline condition.
would not be occupied with making sense out of

a

Since they

sentence under these

circumstances, subjects would then be able to devote their full attention to the preparation of a response.

estimate of the RT in

a

This would result in an under-

truly neutral condition (i.e., one in which

processing load is roughly the same as in the experimental conditions).

Thus,

the sort of neutral baselines used by Stanovich and

West are preferable to that used by Forster (1981).
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Regarding other studies in
the literature, baselines
have taken
the fo^s of a string of
Xs and inappropriate
sentential contexts.
The former does not .atch
sentential contexts for alerting
properties
(see Fischler . Bloo.,
1980), and the latter are likely
to produce

overestimates due to the difficulty
of post-lexical
integration processes (assuming that extreme
difficulty of integration can
result in
fewer resources available for
the execution of a response).

The
importance of the choice of a baseline
is also relevant for single-

word priming studies (as in the
criticism of the LDT)

.

Notably,

Antos (1979) reported that the XXX
prime produced slower responses
than the word "neutral" in a pilot
study, and de Groot, Thomassen,
and

Hudson (1982) observed that XXX consistently
overestimated the true

baseline relative to the word "blank."
To summarize the methodological
concerns,

it appears

that many of

the empirical inconsistencies regarding
the effects of a sentential

context on lexical access may owe their existence

to

inappropriate task (the LDT) and/or neutral baseline.

the use of an

The naming

task appears to be best-suited for examining contextual
effects on

lexical access because of its relative insensitivity to
post-lexical
factors.

The problem of defining a truly neutral context remains
a

difficult one, but it seems that the neutral contexts employed by
Stanovich and West (namely, semantically "empty" sentence frames) are
as likely as any to approximate a true baseline condition.
I

would now like to return to the previously made distinction

between sentential contexts that contain words related to or associated with the target, and those that do not.

Recall that Seidenberg

.
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et al.

(1,82) obse:.ed that .he

fo^er

type of context was

cap.Me

of

selectively activating a meaning
of an ambiguous word,
while the
latter was not. This finding
suggests that another factor
should be
considered with regard to studies
which have examined sentential
context effects on the speed of
lexical access:

whether or not those

studies employed contexts which
contained words related to the

targets
As it happens, the contexts
used by Stanovich and West (who
have

repeatedly observed facilitation effects
in their studies) are strewn
With words related to the targets.
Forster (1981). on the other hand,
was careful not to include such words
in his contexts, and he failed
to obsen/e a facilitatory effect.

Forster did observe such an effect

when he used single, related words as the
primes in

naming task,

a

thereby demonstrating that his paradigm was
sensitive to such an
effect (see also Becker & Killion,

1977; Meyer et al.

,

1975).

It

appears, then, that the presence of related words
in a sentential

context may well be a crucial factor in determining the
influence of
that context on lexical access.

The position taken by Stanovich and

West (1983) is consistent with this view.

They claimed that context

can facilitate word recognition in both single-word priming situations and also in the form of a sentence fragment, and that

mechanism is responsible for both effects:

a

single

automatic spreading acti-

vation between related concepts.
In support of

this claim,

Stanovich and West have uncovered a

fair amount of evidence which demonstrates the similarity between

sentential context effects (when those contexts contain related words)
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and effects produced by
a single-word prime.

Regarding the iatter,
they argued that only
effects attributable to an
automatic spreading

activation mechanism are relevant.

This claim is reasonable
if it is

assumed that the attentional
mechanism is involved to a
minimal
extent in sentential context
effects because of the following:
there
is usually too little time
for it to act; it is usually
occupied with
other things during sentence
processing (such as maintaining
representations in working memory); the
probability that an upcoming wori
will be correctly guessed is fairly
low (Gough, Alford, & HoUeyWilcox,

1981).

Stanovich and West employed "easy"
and "difficult" target stimuli
in their studies.

Easy targets were shorter and more
frequently

occurring words than difficult targets.

Although the difficult words

were less predictable from the context
than easy words, they were

equally related to content words in the
context.

A number of results

suggest an automatic spreading activation
process is involved in

sentential context effects.

First of all, the probability of a con-

gruous target word in a block of trials does not affect
the magnitude
or pattern of sentential context effects (Stanovich
1983).

&

West,

1981,

Requiring subjects to make congruity judgments, and thus

perhaps process the sentence more deeply, also does not change the

effects (Stanovich

&

West,

1983).

Tliis

is related

to an

observation

made by Fischler and Bloom (1979), who instructed their subjects in
one experiment to process the contexts less deeply, and specifically

not to predict the target word.

This procedure had no impact on the

magnitude of the observed context effect, relative to

a

condition in
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Which subjects recieved no
such instructtons.

Finally, Stanovich and

West (1,83) observed that blocking
the sti.oli by difficulty
also had
no effect on the pattern of
results.
This last result is in contrast
to observations made by
Becker
(1980) and Eisenberg and Becker
(1982), who found that instructing

subjects to make predictions and
blocking stimuli according to pre-

dictability had significant effects on
the relative amounts of facilitation and inhibition that were
observed.
These studies employed the
LDT and single-word primes, however,
suggesting that these results
may reflect the role of an attentional
mechanism relevant to making

conscious predictions, rather than an
automatic process.
by TVeedy, Lapinski, and Schvaneveldt

(1977;

The finding

these investigators also

used the LDT and single-word primes) that
the probability of the

occurrence of a related target significantly affected
the magnitude of
the context effect is also consistent with
this view.

Stanovich and

West (1983) suggested that single-word priming
experiments usually
-show effects suggesting the involvement of an
attentional mechanism

because the subject's resources are not occupied with the task
of

making sense out of the material.
Also consistent with the notion that an automatic process is

responsible for sentential context effects is the finding that difficult words showed a greater amount of facilitation than easy words

(Stanovich

&

West,

1979,

1983).

Since easy words were more predict-

able, one would expect just the opposite result if an attentional

mechanism was responsible for the effect.

This difficult by context

interaction can be accounted for if it is assumed that the effect of
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difficulty is to slow the rate
of input to

a

Lexical-level logogen.

Since context is assumed to
raise the activation level,
the interaction of sentential context
with difficulty then follows.
The research described to
this point is consistent with
the claim
that an automatic spreading
activation mechanism is responsible
for
the facilitatory effect of a
sentential context on lexical access.

Such a mechanism would presumably
function by exploiting pre-existent

semantic or associative relationships
between lexical representations.
As Forster (1979,

I98I) has pointed out,

such relationships will fre-

quently exist between two words, but
their existence seems improbable

between an entire sentential context and

a

single word.

consider the context JOHN TRICKED MARY INTO
EATING THE
Forster,

1981,

p.

467).

For example,

(from

Forster suggested that edible things that
a

person can be tricked into eating ought to be
primed under these
circumstances.

This is in marked contrast to what might be
primed

given the simple context EAT (e.g., edible objects).

The

iiiain

differ-

ence is that it seems reasonable to suppose that a
semantic class like
"edible objects" might be realized within

a

semantic network (or the

lexicon), but the existence of a class like "things that a
person can
be tricked into eating" is doubtful.

The latter class would probably

have to be actively computed; no pre-existent relationships could be

exploited to prime such

a

class.

This suggests a qualitative differ-

ence between sentential contexts that contain words related to the
target, and those that do not.

The former could conceivably affect

lexical access via the pre-existent relationships between their constituent words and the target; the latter could not.
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There are at least two reasons
why we might expect the
presence
of related words to be a
necessary condition in order
for a sentential
context to facilitate lexical
access.
The first has already been
mentioned:

the constraints imposed by
time and attentional capacity

during sentence processing render
unlikely the use of an active computational strategy.
The second reason arises from
the aforementioned

notion of the lexical processor-as-module

:

"Message-level" informa-

tion is not what the lexical processor
needs in order to do its job.

What this means is that the lexical
process (as module) is simply
unable to use this kind of information; it
is not in the right

"vocabulary."
the

If we

allow that the lexical processor has access
to

Lexicon, however (it is hard to see how this
could not be the

case), then we have a means for the interword
association mechanism
to facilitate

lexical access.

to suppose that part of

This follows because it is reasonable

the information contained in the lexicon

involves semantic relationships between words.

The facilitation mech-

anism thus exists entirely within the lexical module, according
to
this view.

The important distinction here is between intra- and

extramodular top-down effects.

If

there truly is a lexical module,

then only the former can exist.
The previous statement is a strong prediction of the modular view
of

lexical processing.

The evidence reviewed to this point suggests

that it is correct, but as

I

will now argue, this strong prediction

has yet to face a strong test.

As previously discussed,

the modular view are the observations of

and West (1979,

1981,

in support of

facilitation by Stanovich

1983), who employed contexts with words related
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to the targets, and
Forster's

(1981) failure to observe
facilitation

using contexts without related
words.

The differences in the
choice

of baseline and .ethod of
stimulus presentation, however,
cause

interpretive problems for a direct
comparison of these studies.
Blank
and her colleagues (Blank,
1980; Blank , Foss, 1978; Foss,
Cirilo,
.

Blank,

1979) found that a target phoneme
that occurred immediately

following a critical word was
detected faster when a preceding
sentential context contained words
associated with the critical word
than
when it did not.
Since relatedness and predictability
were confounded
in these studies,

it is not clear that this
result was due to the

availability of intralexical associations
provided by related words
in the context.

Carpenter

&

Just,

Carroll (1983) observed that gaze
durations (see
1977) were shorter on a target word when
it was

preceded by a related word in a sentential
context than when preceded
by a neutral word such as "stuff."

Although this result suggests that

related words can facilitate processing, it is
possible that this

difference in gaze durations may reflect post-lexical
processing,
perhaps by easing the integration of the target
with the discourse
representation.

Furthermore, this result does not preclude the pos-

sibility of an alternative facilitation mechanism that relies
on pre-

dictability of the target (i.e., an active computational mechanism).
The results that

I

have just mentioned suggest that the presence

of related words is important in order to observe lexical effects,
but they do not allow a conclusive interpretation.

As a step

in this

direction, the present research employs an orthogonal manipulation of

contextual predictability and the presence of

a

related word in the
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context.

The rationale Is ,ulte
simple.

The ^od.Lar view holds
that

the presence of related
words In a context Is
critical in order for

that context to have any
influence on the recognition
of an ensuing
target word.
Thus, the presence of a
related word in a sentential

context should facilitate
lexical access, irrespective
of the predictability of the particular
target word; there should be
no effect
of predictability.

.

CHAPTER
EXPERIMENTS

The n^ain purpose of the
research to be described in
this chapt er

was to provide a test for the
predictions of a modular conception
of
lexical access against those of
a nonmoduiar (i.e.,
interactive) conception.

This evaluation was conducted
by examining the influence
of

serveral forms of prior context on
the word recognition process.
There are three distinctions that
will be useful to bear in mind

throughout the following presentation:

the distinction between

single-word and sentential contexts, the
distinction between predictive and nonpredictive sentential
contexts, and the distinction

between sentential contexts that contain words
related to the target
word, and those that do not.

The first distinction will be relevant

for comparing the results of Experiment

and
and

3;

1

with those of Experiments

2

the second and third distinctions are the
foci of Experiments

2

3

Recall that the modular view of lexical processing
predicts that,
in order to influence lexical access, a sentential context
must con-

tain a word that is related to the target word.
case,

the

When this is the

Lexical processor can take advantage of the pre-existent

relationship between the related word and the target so as to facilitate recognition.

The lexical processor should have access to this

type of information because access to the lexicon (and hence to the

interword relationships represented therein) is something which should
be necessary in order for a word to be recognized.
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In contrast,

the
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the aon^odular, interactive
view of lexical processing
predicts that
any contextual infor^tion
is potentially relevant
for Lexical access.

are important.

The modular view dictates
that the first distinction

(between single-word and sentential
contexts) could be important
if
the sentential contexts do
not contain words related
to the target,
thereby i^^plying the importance
of the third distinction
(between

sentential contexts with and without
related words).

Tl.e

interactive

view regards only the distinction
between predictive and nonpredictive
contexts as important, stating
essentially that a context will be used
if

it is useful.

This is just the distinction that
the modular view

predicts will be unimportant, since it
asserts that
used if it is to the processor.

a

context will be

Since the information can only be

useful if it is accessible, and since
information that allows us to
predict a word in a sentence may often be
inaccessible (e.g., world

knowledge which is strictly irrelevant to Lexical
processing), it
follows that the predictability of a word should
not be a relevant,
factor concerning its recognition.
To summarize,

the modular view states that, where a sentential

context is concerned, the presence of a related word in that
context
is a necessary and sufficient condition for the recognition
of an

ensuing target to be facilitated.

The interactive view makes the

same prediction for predictability.

(These predictions have been

slightly simplified here; more detailed predictions will be provided
in the introduction to Experiments

validity of these predictions,

I

2

and 3.)

In order to assess

the

constructed the following four types
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of sentential context:

1)

.elated „o.d present, highly
predict:ive
:

(HH);

related word absent, highly
predictive (LH), 3) related word
present, not predictive (HL)
4) related word absent,
not predictive
2)

;

(LL).

In tenns of these contexts,

the modnlar view predicts
that

lexical access will be facilitated
with HH and HL contexts only,
and
the interactive view predicts
facilitation will occur only with HH
and LH contexts.
In the remainder of this
chapter,

I

will first describe a norming

study in which details about the
construction and characteristics of
the materials will be provided.

Experiment

1

is a single-word priming

experiment which serves to validate the
"related-word" manipulation

within the materials, to demonstrate the
sensitivity of my experimental paradigm to contextual influences on
lexical access, and as

comparison to results obtained with sentential
contexts.
stated,

a

As already

the evaluation of the predictions of the
modular and inter-

active views of lexical access is undertaken in
Experiments

2

and

3.

Norming Study

Owing to the fact that previous studies have not specifically

addressed the issue of the relative contributions of predictiveness
and the presence of related words to sentential context effects, it
was impossible to find appropriate contexts for the present research
in existing sentence completion norms.

Accordingly, this study was

conducted in order to ineasure the predictiveness of the contexts in
the four experimental conditions used in Experiments

2

and

3.
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Method
Subjects.

One hundred students at the
University of

Massachusetts received course credit
for their participation in
a
session lasting about 30 minutes.
Materials.

Eighty quadruplets of sentences
were constructed,

such that each of the four
experimental conditions (HH, LH, HL,
and
LL) were represented within
a quadruplet.

Each quadruplet was associ-

ated with a target word, which was
the final word of each sentence

within

a

quadruplet.

The following is the quadruplet
for the target

word "clean":
(UH)

The warm bath made the boy clean.

(LH)

His job was to keep the sidewalk clean.

(HL)

The scalding bath made the boy clean.

(LL)

The hot water made the boy clean.

The predictive (HH and LH) contexts were constructed
so as to elicit
a

high expectation for the target word; the nonpredictive
(HL and LL)

contexts were constructed so that the target word would not
be predictable from the context, but would still fit the context to form
a

meaningful sentence.
The HH and HL contexts always contained a word that was associa-

tively (and possibly semantically) related to the target ("bath," in
the example).

The related-word pairs were selected from existing

word association norms (Postman & Keppel,

1970).

All four context

types were constructed so as to minimize the presence of words

related to the target.

Tlie

related-word manipulation consisted of

inserting a single related word in the HH and HL contexts, and
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excluding all related words from
the LH and LL contexts.

Since the
purpose of the related-word
n^nipulation was to investigate
the influence of the hypothetical intralexical
priMng mechanism in sentences
there was always a minimum of two
intervening words between the members of the critical associated word
pair.
Without the intervening
,

words,
a

there is the danger that the
present paradigm would reduce to

single-word priming study, and there
is

a

wealth of evidence (pre-

viously described) indicating that the
presence of

a

related word

will facilitate word recognition under
these circumstances.
A second reason for separating the
members of associated word
pairs is that there is some suggestion
that a concept which is maintained in working memory (as might be expected
to occur during text

processing; see, e.g., Kintsch

&

van Dijk,

1978) is capable of prim-

ing related concepts, even with a number of
intervening items (Foss,
1982; Warren,

1972).

List paradigms.

If

Such an effect does not occur in simple word
this type of priming exists,

then the role of an

intralexical priming mechanism during reading could well
be greater
than supposed (cf. Forster,

1979;

Gkjugh et al.,

1981).

The contexts within a quadruplet were constructed to be as
similar to one another as possible,

tal manipulations.

while still preserving the experimen-

Care was taken to roughly equate the number of

words in contexts across conditions.
of

Additionally, the final words

the contexts within a quadruplet were almost always from the same

syntactic category.

Tliis

was done in order to insure that "local"

(i.e., in the vicinity of the target) predictability and processing
load were approximately equivalent across conditions.

In the HH and

.
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HL conditions, the nu.ber
of intervening words
between .e.bers of
the related word pair were
equated.
It shouid also be noted
that
Since the target is the sa.e
word in all contextual
conditions, there
is no possibility of a
confounding of

the experimental

^nipulation

With target word characteristics
(frequency, length, etc.).
the contexts were constructed
to be equally constraining.
is constraining if it elicits
an expectation.

met.

If

Finally,
A context

the expectation is

then the context is predictive;
if not, it is nonpredictive

Obviously, equating for constraint
and predict iveness couLd only be
done on the basis of intuition.

Tl,e

goal was to find that intuitions

would match the normative data well
enough so that at least 40 quadruplets would be acceptable for use in
Experiments

2

and

3.

The 320 sentential contexts (80
quadruplets) were divided into
two sets of

the other,

160,

one set corresponding to the HH and LL
contexts, and

the LH and HL contexts.

The contexts were presented to

subjects in booklet form, in the order HH, LL, or LH,
HL, depending on
the set.

other.

Fifty subjects received one set, and another 50
received the
The primary reason for the division of the contexts
was that

the HL and LL contexts were often quite similar,
and it seemed desir-

able that the sentence completions provided by subjects be as
independent of one another as possible.

Procedure
of

.

the session,

Subjects participated in groups.

At

the beginning

the experimenter read the following instructions to

them:

You will be receiving a booklet containing 160 incomplete sentences.
Your task is to read each sentence at your normal rate, and write
down the word that first occurs to you as a likely end of that sen-
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•midnight," an^i^Lr
.r:^:nr: zfif'i"'T'''
'°
creative or unique „tth vour
coLtet^l^
? v
'
keep „lthl„ the\olio„l„g
''"^
boun™ nowever..^"ti) Use
! ""V"^'
only a single word
for each comDietion- 7\ Ti,«
^
.

^

''"^
hyphenations,
or contractions.
Every 30 seconds, I will say
the word "cirri p
v.^u
'
this, you Should Circle the
last'word ^hat yon tie wr^^ten^'"^

The purpose of saying aloud the
word "circle" was twofold:

to provide

some information about the amount
of time it took individual
subjects
to complete each type of
context,

and to implicitly urge subjects
to

make their responses quickly.

Re su 1 1 s

Subjects required an average of about
the booklet.

16. 5

minutes to complete

This converts to approximately six seconds
to read and

respond to each context, and this rate did not
vary as a function of

context type.
On the basis of the completion norms,
of
2

forty suitable (in terms

predictability) quadruplets were selected for use in Experiments
and

3,

and are presented in Appendix A.

(The reference to pseudo-

related words in Appendix A will be explained in Experiment

characteristics of these contexts are presented

in

Table

I.

I.)

The

The most

important aspects to note are that predictability was equated within
levels, but varied greatly across them, and that constraint (the

proportion of subjects

wlio

responded with the most frequent response

to a context) was roughly equal across all four types of context.

The

Tieaii

association strength of the reJated-word pairs used

in the

'I

*

1
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HH and „L contexts was .M),
and ranged
word frequency (fro. Kuc.ra

Francis,

.

and mean target word length
was

A. 42

to

was

1967)

.72.

1.,

Mean target

(range:

letters (ran,;e:

Experiment

Th..

.00

.o,n

,

6-1207),

3-6).

1

primary purpose of this experiment
was to demonstrate the

validity of the re Lated-word
nmnJpulatlon within the sentential contexts that will be used in lixperlments
Is

that

the related words
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the
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(Related)

BATH-CLEAN

(Pseudoreiated)
(Unrelated)

(Baseline)

JOB-CLEAN

BARTENDER-CLEAN
BLANK-CLEAN

The prime words in the
Related condition were those
words in the
sentential contexts which word
association norms had indicated
were
related to the target. The
Pseudoreiated primes were chosen
on the
basis of the ratings of nine
subjects (friends of the author)
who were
given the forty target words
paired with a scrambled version of
the LH

contexts that they followed, and
asked to choose the word that seemed
most related to the target.
The words selected most frequently
became
the Pseudoreiated primes (presented
in Appendix A).

The Unrelated

primes were the same primes as in the
Pseudoreiated condition, but
paired with different, intuitively related
targets.

Prime words from

the Related condition were not used in
other conditions in order to

avoid the unwanted presentation of a prime
in temporal proximity to a

target that was related to it, but was not
appearing in the Related
condition.

The prime in the neutral Baseline condition was
always

the word "blank."

Perhaps a word is in order regarding the selection of
primes for
the Pseudoreiated condition.

Tne purpose of this condition is to

permit the conclusion that, given the absence of a Pseudoreiated

priming effect, there truly are no words related to the targets in
the LH and LL sentential contexts.

Since only the LH condition should

have any likelihood of yielding a facilLtatory effect; and since it

would be very cumbersome to test every context word in this condition.
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only the words .est likely
to be related were
used as pri.es.
If
these pri.es fail to show a
relatednass affect i„ the present
experiment, then it see.s extremely
lifely that all other context
words
would fail as well.
Four lists of prime-target
pairs were constructed.

Each target

word appeared once per list,
and each condition had 10
representatives
in a list.

No words were repeated
within a list.

Subjects were ran-

domly assigned to one of the four
list conditions.

Procedure and apparatus.
10

An experimental session consisted
of a

trial practice block, followed by 40
experimental trials.

were presented in random fashion by

a

Stimuli

Hewlett-Packard 2144B computer,

which also recorded responses and response
latencies.

Stimuli were

presented in upper-case on an HP1300A X-Y
oscilloscope.

A trial consisted of the presentation of

a

warning signal (two

crosses above and below the location of the ensuing
stimulus) for
1000 msec,

followed immediately by the prime for 500 msec, which
was

followed immediately by the target.

The target remained on the screen

until the subjects named it aloud, and responses were detected
by

voice key.

a

After each response, subjects indicated via a key press

whether or not they had mispronounced the word, or

if

the microphone

failed to detect their response.

Subjects were instructed to read the first word of each pair

silently to themselves, and to name the second word aloud as quickly
and accurately as possible.

recorded but not analyzed.

Reaction times (RTs to error trials were
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Results and Discussion
RTs greater than 1500
.sec were omitted fro.
further analysis.
After this clsslon. RTs
differing fro. a subjecfs
.ean by ™ore than
two standard deviation units
were o.ltted fro. analyses
with subjects
as the rando. factor, and
RTs differing fro™ an
ite.'s .ean by .ore
than two standard deviation
units were o.itted fro. the
analyses with
ita.s as the rando. factor.
The re.oval of outliers
did not change
the overall pattern of results.

The results of Experiment

L

are shown in Table

2.

All reported

results are significant at the
.05 level, unless otherwise
noted.
Planned comparisons revealed that
the Related primes facilitated

naming relative to the other three types
of prime, which did not

differ from one another [Related vs.
Pseudorelated
t_(39)

= -3.50,

SE = 4.748,

Related vs. Unrelated:
by items,

t(39)

jects, _t(39)
SE = 4.996].

=

=

and by items,

by subjects,

t_(39)

t(39)

:

by subjects,

= -2.12,

= -4.21,

SE = 6.316;

SE = 4.375, and

-2.80, SE = 5.203; Related vs. Baseline:

by sub-

-5.94, SE = 3.616, and by items, t(39) = -3.23,
Errors occurred on fewer than five percent of
the

trials, and did not vary as a function of prime
condition
(F(3,

117)

=

2.43,

£

>

.05,

MSE = .5451).

These results serve to validate the related-word manipulation

within the sentential contexts.

The words that were designated as

related to the targets did indeed appear to facilitate the recognition
of

those targets.

Perhaps more important,

intuitively unrelated showed no evidence of

those words which were
a

priming effect.

A

reasonable conclusion is that the HH and HL contexts contain a word
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TABLE

<i.1>Z
"tf
(in Parentheses)

2

Proportion Correct-

for the Prtae Conditions
In Experiment

1

Type of Prime

^-Lited

"^^"^

^'^^^

Pseudoreiated

(-9^

Unrelated

Baseline

492 (.94)

495

(.91)

*This indicates the proportion of
all trials that were actually
analyzed; it does not include outliers
or trials on which an
equipment failure or error occurred.
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related to the target in
such a way that it can
facilitate the
target's recognition, while
the LH and LL contexts
do not.
The results are also
completely consistent with
the notion that
an auton^tic spreading
activation .echanis. was
responsible for the
ob.served context effect,

since facilitation was observed
in the

absence of inhibition (Posner

,

Snyder,

1975).

It was suggested
earlier that the operation of
such a mechanism was compatible
with the
modular view of lexical access,
since so-called intralexical associa-

tions could be exploited to
produce facilitation.
claim,

In support of this

there was a substantial effect
and the associative strength

(measured by probability of response)
for the Related prime-target

pairs

(r =

.45,

p <

.01).

It

thus appears that the related words

embedded in the sentential contexts are
capable of facilitating lexical access via intralexical priming.

Experiments

2

and

will explore

3

the issue of what effect a sentential
context has on this hypothetical

intralexical priming mechanism, and whether or not
the information
provided by such a context can be utilized to recognize

Experiments

2

and

3

As described in the Introduction, previous research

Forster,

1981;

Stanovich

&

West,

word.

a

(e.g.,

1983) has suggested that a sententi-

al context is capable of Influencing lexical access only when that

context contains

a

word that is related to the target.

It

is

impor-

tant to establish whether or not this is true, because the resolution
of

this issue will have strong implications for the nature of the
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lexical processor.
sulated (Fodor,

If

1983),

the processor is truly
inf ormationally encap-

then only information
which it might have

access to as a consequence
of perfo^ing its
function (recognizing
words) ought to be available
to it
I have argued
(see also Fodor,
1983; Forster, 1981; Tanenhaus
Carlson, , Seidenberg,
1985) that
.

,

information about relations between
lexical entries fits this description, but information about
relations between a sentential
context and
. Lexical entry does not.
It follows that if the
word recognition

process is modular, then only
sentential contexts containing words
related to the target should be
able to affect lexical access.
In contrast, an interactive,
nonmodular account of

lexical access

does not distinguish between types
of context in such a principled

manner.
view.

Any information is potentially
relevant, according to such a
Thus,

if

lexical access is an interactive process,

then pre-

dictive sentential contexts should
facilitate recognition of the
target, and no consideration is made for
the constituent words of

those contexts-.

Recall that the sentential contexts selected on
the basis of
the Norming Study conformed to one of the following
conditions:
(HH)

related word present, predictive;

predicitve;

(HL)

(LH)

related word absent,

related word present, nonpredictive

word absent, nonpredictive.

As just stated,

;

(LL)

related

the modular account pre-

dicts facilitation of lexical access in conditions HH and HL, and
the interactive view predicts facilitation in conditions HH and LH.

As

I

fied.

mentioned earlier, these predictions are probably overly simpliIn the case of the interactive account,

for instance,

there is

,
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so^e reason to believe that
facilitation should be observed
in the HL
condition.
rais is because the interactive
account does not deny the
potential potency of a single-word
context, and since a related word
is present in the HL contexts,
this could suffice to facilitate
the

recognition of the target.

On the other hand,

there is evidence

which suggests that automatic
spreading activation from a lexical
entry associated with a word in
a sentence is short-lived if
one
probes with a target that is
inconsistent with the sense of the prime
that fits with the sentence (Tabossi,
1982; Tabossi
1980; '^.itney, McKay, Kellas, & Emerson,

1985).

&

Johnson-Laird,

In other words,

a sentence like THE SCALDING BATH
MADE THE BOY CLEAN

with

(an HL sentence)

the word "scalding" focuses on the sense
of "bath" as an instrument

capable of burning someone, rather than cleaning
someone.
then expect "bath" to prime "hot," but not "clean."

We might

Thus, a lack of

facilitation in the HL condition would not necessarily be
inconsistent with either the modular or the interactive view of
lexical

access.

There is also some reason to question the efficacy of a prime
that is separated from the target by words and time (Cough et al.,
1981;

Schvaneveldt

&

Meyer, 1973; Warren, 1972).

Since the prime and

target always occurred with at least two intervening words in the HH

and HL conditions, there is reason to doubt vjhether the prime could

affect the recognition of the target via an automatic spreading

activation mechanism.
activation suggest that
of

However, the above studies regarding sense
a

prime that is consistent with the meaning

the sentential context in which it occurs can facilitate the

recognition of a ta.get that
is separated fro.
Thus,

it

severai words.
this should not be as .uch
of a concern in the HH
condition.

Aiso. as .antioned eariier,
the purpose of these
experiments was to
study sentential context effects.
Presenting related pr«es medi-

ately before targets would not
allow unambiguous conclusions
to be
drawB about the contextual effects
of related words in a sentential
context, because any observed
contextual effects could also be
interpreted as virtually the sa»e
phenomenon that occurs in single-word

priming paradigms.
The critical conditions for
distinguishing between the inter-

active and modular accounts of lexical
access are the HH and LH
conditions.

Since the HH contexts are typically
consistent with the

same sense of the embedded primes as the
targets are,

there should

not be a rapid decay of activation to the
targets in this condition.

While

it

is

true that the decay of activation remains a
possibility,

the critical prediction of the modular
conception of lexical access
is that if facilitation attributable to a
sentential context is

observed at all, it will only be observed when that context
contains
a word related to the target.

In other words,

the amount of

facilita-

tion in the HH and LH conditions cannot be equai, unless neither

yields facilitation.

In

contrast, the interactive account of

lexical

access predicts that approximately equal amounts of facilitation
should be observed in the HH and LH conditions.

Stated in their

most unambiguous forms, the predictions of the two accounts are the
following:

the modular view states

tliat

under no circumstances should

the LH contexts yield facilitation, while the interactive view states

.
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that the LH contexts ought
to yield roughly as
™uch facilitation as
the HH contexts.

Experiments

2

and

were conducted in order
to examine the

3

validity of these predictions.

In Experiment

2, the HH, LH, HL, and
LL contexts were employed along
with a neutral baseline condition
(as
described in the Introduction) to
achieve this purpose.
Experiment 3

was essentially a replication of
Experiment

2,

but a semantically

anomalous condition was substituted
for the HL condition.

This was

done in order to obtain information
regarding the degree to which the

naming time measure reflects the nature
of post-Lexical processing.
In the present experiments,

it is assumed that naming time
reflects

the speed of recognizing a word, but
is not influenced by processing

which occurs afterward, such as the integration
of the word's
meaning with that of the rest of the sentence.

Ideally,

then, naming

times will be unaffected by the nature of this
post-lexical processing,

even when it is extremely difficult or impossible.

Method
Subjects

.

Eighty eight students at the University of

Massachusetts received course credit for their participation in
session lasting about 30 minutes.

a

There were 40 subjects in each

experiment

Materials and design

.

The materials used in Experiment

2

were

described in the discussion of the Norming Study and are presented
in Appendix A, with the exception of

condition.

the context used in the Baseline

This context was the following:

"They thought that the

very last word would be

"
•

constructed to be similar t-n
to t-K-^
the

tk^ neutral
^
baseline context was
,

"

semantically empty" contexts

employed by Stanovich and West
(1979
\^y'y,
in the Introduction.

were constructed.

,

1981
Lyoi,

lyyj)

f
for
reasons stated

Five lists of sentences
(context plus target)

Each target appeared once
per list as a target,

and each condition had eight
representatives in a list, »lth no
contexts being repeated.
Subjects were randomly assigned
to one of the
five list conditions.
The materials and design of
Experiment
of Experiment 2,

3

were identical to those

except that forty semantically
anomalous sentences

(see Appendix B) were substituted
for the related word present, non-

predictive sentences.

The Anomalous contexts were chosen
from the

160 contexts that were evaluated in the
Norming Study, but not used

in the other experimental conditions.

Anomalous sentences were intui-

tively constructed by pairing a context
originally written for one
target word with a different target word.

Care was taken to avoid

using words which were related to the target.

The mean number of

words in these contexts was 9.65, and the mean
constraint was .54.
Procedure.
ment

1.

The apparatus was the same as that used in Experi-

An experimental session consisted of a 20 trial
practice

block, followed by 40 experimental trials.

Context-target pairs were

presented in random order by the computer.
Tlie

word "ready" was presented before each sentence.

The sub-

ject initiated a trial by pressing a key at this point, and the first

word of the sentence appeared 1000 msec later.

Sentences were pre-

sented one word at a time at a rate of 500 msec per word.^

All words

.
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appeared centered on the screen.
srrppn

q,,K
^
Subjects
were instructed to read
•

the contexts silently to
themselves, and to na.e the
target aloud as

quickly and accurately as possible
when it appeared.
of

The last word

the context appeared together
with two crosses, one above
and one

below the word.

This served as a warning to
the subject that the next

word to appear would be the
target.

Tae target remained on the
screen

until a response was detected by
the voice key.

After each response,

subjects indicated via a key press
whether or not they had mispro-

nounced the word, or if the microphone
failed to detect their

response
After subjects indicated whether or
not an error was made, they
rated the plausibility of the sentence
they had just read.

'

This was

done in order to induce subjects to pay
attention to the contexts,
and also to provide some information about
the relative ease of target

word integrability with context across
conditions.
the sentences on a scale from
a

it

1

1

to 5,

Subjects rated

where a sentence was to receive

if it described "a very bizarre and unlikely
event," and a

described "a perfectly ordinary and normal event."

5

if

Ratings were

made by pressing one of five keys.

Results and Discussion
RTs greater than 1500 msec and RTs to error trials were omitted

from further analysis.

After this omission,

RTs differing from a

subject's mean by more than two standard deviation units were omitted
from analyses with subjects as the random factor, and RTs differing

from an item's mean by more than two standard deviation units were
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omitted fro. analyses with
ite.s as the rando. factor.

The removal

of outliers did not change
the overall pattern of
results.

The mean response times and
plausibility ratings are presented
in Table

All reported statistical
results are significant at the

3.

.05 level,

unless otherwise noted.

Considering first the RT data,

there appears to be clear evidence
favoring the interactive over the
modular account of lexical access.
Planned comparisons indicated that
the recognition of targets was
facilitated by a predictive context,

irrespective of the presence or absence
of

context [Experiment

2,

related word in that

HH vs. Baseline (B)

a

by subjects,

:

1(39) = 3.61, SE = 4.680, and by items 1(39) =
1.82,
SE = 7.186;

£

> .10,

ment

2,

Experiment

3,

HH vs.

B:

B:

by subjects,

items, 1(39) = 1.36, p

> .10,

<

.08,

by subjects, 1(39) = 1.44,

SE = 7.998, and by items,
1(39)

LH vs.

p

= 2.06,

t(39) = 3.75,

SE = 6.663;

Experi-

SE = 4.327, and by

SE = 7.416; Experiment

3,

LH vs. B:

by subjects,
i(39) = 2.93, SE = 5.741, and by items, 1(39) = 2.51,
= 5.573].

Errors occurred on fewer than five per cent of the

trials, and did not vary as a function of context condition (Experi-

ment

2:

=

1(4,

.5431].

156)

<

1;

Experiment

3:

£(4,

156)

=

2.25, p

>

.05,

Contrary to the prediction of the modular view, and

in contrast with the results of Experiment

I,

there was no indication

that the hypothetical intralexical priming mechanism was involved in

these experiments.

Activation as a consequence of recognizing

is apparently quite short-lived

a

word

in sentences.

Additional evidence that some other mechanism must be responsible
for the facilitation effects comes from comparing the correlations
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TABLE

3

Mean Naming Times (in msec),
Proportion Correct*
(in Parentheses), and
Plausibility Ratings in
Experiments 2 and 3

Context Type

Experiment

Experiment

2:

3;

HH

M.

Plausibility

Facilitation

517

(.90)

4.40

17

LH

518

(.92)

4.51

16

HL

532 (.92)

3.14-

2

LL

530 (.90)

3.24

4

Baseline

534 (.90)

3.43

HH

485

(.91)

4.49

11

LH

479

(.92)

4.58

17

518 (.90)

1.30

-22

495

(.92)

3.44

1

496 (.96)

3.90

Anomalous
LL

Baseline

*This indicates the proportion of all trials that were
actually
analyzed; it does not include outliers or trials on which
an
equipment failure or error occurred.

between association strength
(between related word and
target) and
the magnitude of the
facilitation effect across
experiments.
In
Experiment I, this correlation
was e.ual to .45 (p <
.01), whereas
in Experiments
2 and 3 (HH condition), r = -.01
and r = -.04, respectively.
Assuming that association
strength corresponds to the amount
of activation that the
target's lexical entry receives
from the
related prime, this pattern of
correlations suggests that intralexical priming provides a plausible
account for the results of Experi-

ment

1,

but not for the results of
these experiments.

'^ile the intra Lexical priming
mechanism can be dismissed as a

candidate for yielding the present
results, the actual mechanism
involved remains to be specified.

Tl.e

interactive conception of

lexical access might provide an account
of these results if we assume
that the knowledge that subjects used to
accomplish the sentence

completion task can be brought to bear on the
process of word identification.

Thus,

if

there is enough information in a context to allow

a guess to be made about

the identity of an ensuing word,

then that

information can be used to facilitate the identification of
that
word.
a

The logogen model, as described in the Introduction,
provides

suitable mental architecture for this sort of process.

There are several problems with this account.

First, one impli-

cation of this explanation is that predictiveness ought to be correlated with the amount of facilitation observed for a particular item.
Tlie

observed relationship was indeed positive, but not very strong.

Using all 80 predictive items of Experiments
(£ > .10) and

r_

=

.24,

(£

<

.05),

2

respectively.

and

3,

r

=

.16,

Another problem is
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that the explanation seems to
i.p

Ly

that knowledge about the likely

identity of the target should
be conscious, since

conscious when used to complete
a sentence.

it

certainly is

However, conscious (or

attentional) processing is usually
associated with facilitation and
inhibition effects, and there is no
inhibition in the present experiments, ignoring the Anomalous
condition for the moment.

A potentially more serious problem
for the proposed interactive
explanation or any other account that
seeks to explain the data in
terms of influence on lexical access
is that the plausibility ratings

closely reflect the pattern of response
times.

Assuming that these

ratings provide some indication of the ease
with which the target can
be integrated with the context,

the plausibility data suggest that an

entirely post-lexical interpretation may be correct.

The facilita-

tion in the predictive (HH and LH) conditions would
be due to the

relative ease of integrability in those conditions, as
reflected by
the higher plausibility ratings they received

ment

(by items),

2

t(39)

=

7.94,

SE =

[HH vs.

.128, and in Experiment

items), ;t(39) = 3.45, SE = .169; LH vs.

B:

in Experiment

items), _t(39) = 3.01, SE = .137, and in Experiment
t_(39)

=

4.23,

SE =.160].

in Experi-

B:

3

(by items),

The HL, LL, and B conditions did not differ

between these conditions.

Finally,

in the Anomalous

(A)

in which integration should have been quite difficult,

in

-16.23,

SE_ =

effect on RT (A vs.

RTs

condition,

this was

reflected by not only very low plausibility ratings (A vs.
=

(by

(by

2

in the ratings they received, and there was no difference

t_(39)

3

B:

.160), but also by a substantial inhibition
B;

by subjects,

t(39)

= -3.25,

SE = 6.601, and
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by items,
It

t(39) = -3.18, SE =
6.798).

is not

apparent how any explanation
based purely on some sort

of prediction mechanism
could explain the presence
of inhibition in

the A condition in conjunction
with its absence in the HL
and LL

conditions.

Targets are unpredictable in
all three conditions; the

only difference is that sentences
in the HL and LL conditions
are

plausible, while those in the A
condition are not.

The more parsi-

monious account for the data thus
seems to be in terms of post- lexical

integration of the target with the context.

This explanation has grim

consequences for the naming task as a tool
to study lexical access.
It has been assumed, with a fair
amount of empirical support

Seidenberg et al.

1981;

,

1984; West & Stanovich,

1982),

(Forster,

that naming

is fairly insensitive to post-lexical
factors, providing a reasonably

pure measure of access time.

The acceptance of the integration

account would force a re-evaluation of results
of studies which have
employed the naming task as a measure of

lexical access time, and

would leave investigators without a primary tool (perhaps
the only
one,

in light of previous comments made regarding the

lexical decision

task and fixation duration) with which to study lexical access.

For

these reasons, an entirely post-lexical explanation of the present

results should be accepted with caution.
Before accepting such an explanation, another account based on
a prediction mechanism needs to be considered.

(1979)

observed sentential context effects on lexical decision times

with contexts
.80),

Fischler and Bloom

tliat

but not with

were highly constraining (greater than or equal to
less constraining contexts.

Tliis

suggests that

.
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there might be some
minimum level of constraint
uunstraint ...
necessary in order
for a prediction to be
made, and that a more
appropriate classification of contexts might be
in ter.s of high and
low constraint, rather
than predictive versus
nonpredictive
The data were partitioned
in
this manner, and the results
are shown in Table 4.
It appears that
the contextual effects
observed in these experiments
are due almost
entirely to the high constraint
contexts.
Highly constraining, predictive contexts yielded
facilitation [HH:
in Experiment 2,
.

t(9)
P

= 2.42,

.02,

<

.05,

p <

SE = 12.212, and in
Experiment 3,

SE = 14.064; LH:

in Experiment

SE = 11.306, and in
Experiment

3,

2,

t(12) = 2.15,

t(12) = 1.63,

In order to permit a stronger
conclusion,

t(39)

p

<

.15,

p

<

=

3.10,

.06,

SE = 10.600].

the highly constraining,

.

predictive contexts were pooled
within each experiment, yielding
highly significant overall facilitation
effects [in Experiment
t(22)
<

P

=

.01,

3.27, p

SE = 8.14, and in Experiment

< .01,

3,

2,

t(22) = 3.26,

SE = 8.81]

The highly constraining, nonpredictive
contexts yielded a similar

pattern of results, only the effects were
inhibitory [HL; Experiment
t(6)
p >

2:

t(6)

= -4.09,

.20,

=

-2.75,

p

<

.01,

p

The

nificance was the

.05,

SE = 11.524; LL,

SE = 13.357; LL,

SE = 14.876; A,

SE =11.524].

<

Experiment

3:

Experiment

Experiment
_^(6)

3:

= -2.78,

U6)
p <

2:

= -.97,

.05,

low constraint effect to approach or exceed
sig16

msec inhibition effect in the Anomalous condi-

tion ^(32) = -2.26, p

<

.05,

SE = 7.2138).

These results cannot be accounted for strictly on the basis
of
a

post- Lexical integration mechanism.

The range of the mean plausii
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TABLE 4

Context Type and Amount of
Contextual Constraint in
Experiments 2 and 3

Predictive ContextR

Nonpredict ive Contexts

Constraint
Context
Type

Experiment

2:

HH

LH

Experiment

3:

HH

Constraint

>.80

<.80

30

8

24

Context
Type

1.80

<.80

HL

-32

6

3

LL

-55

2

44

3

A

-46

-16

17

12

LL
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bility ratings for the predictive
conditions was quite small
(4.36-4.71), and these ratings did
not systematically reflect
the
pattern of facilitation. On the
other hand, a prediction
mechanism
cannot account for the inhibition
effect in the low constraint.

Anomalous condition.

This suggests that both
types of mechanism were

probably involved, and that naming
time can reflect the difficulty
of
post-lexical integration, at least when
that difficulty is extreme.
Consider now the implications of
these results for the modular
and interactive accounts of lexical
access.

If

one accepts the inter

pretation that the effect of contextual
constraint

is

indeed on

lexical access, then the interactive view
ought to be favored over
the modular one.

Suppose, however,

that this interpretation is

wrong, and that this effect has a post-lexical
locus.

The conclusion

would then be that no sentential context exerts
an influence on Lexical access, which is consistent with the
modularity hypothesis, and

contrary to the interactive view.

One way in which this alternative

interpretation could be correct is suggested by the results
that very
high constraint is necessary in order to observe an effect.

explanation for this might be that with

a high

An

constraint context,

subjects are able to make a prediction about the target, and prepare
the response before the target is presented.

According to this

interpretation, it is post- Lexical response selection and/or execution processing that is being affected by constraint, which is com-

pletely consistent with the modular view of lexical access.
tunately,
the

Unfor-

the data do not permit a conclusion to be drawn concerning

locus of the constraint effect.

Deciding between the modular and

the interactive conceptions
of lexical access

wlU probably require
invoking other concerns, and
this will be discussed
In the next
section.

CHAPTER

III

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Recall the distinctions made
at the beginning of the
previous
chapter:
the distinction between
single-word and sentential contexts,
the distinction between
predictive and nonpredict ive
sentential contexts, and the distinction
between sentential contexts that
contain

related words, and those that
do not.

The present research has shown

that the single-word versus
sentential distinction is necessary to

make. .The results of Experiment

I

were completely consistent with

the predictions of a model incorporating
an automatic intralexical

priming mechanism to produce context effects.
lying the effects observed in Experiments

different.

2

and

The mechanism under3

appears to be very

The modular view of lexical access
accounts for this dif-

ference by claiming that the single-word priming
effect has a Lexical
locus, while the sentential effects are
post-lexical, and due either
to response facilitation/inhibition,

or to higher-level integration

effects of the target with the context.

The interactive position must

be that there are two mechanisms capable of influencing

Lexical

access, corresponding roughly to the automatic/conscious processing

distinction (Posner

&

Snyder,

L975).

There was a difference between predictive and nonpredictive

sentential contexts, but this actually reflected a much more functional distinction between highly constraining and less constraining
contexts.

As already described,

this resuLt is interpretable within

either conception of lexical access:
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the interactive position is that
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only highly constraining
contexts contain sufficient
information to be
useful for lexical access,
while the modular view
localizes the effect
post-lexically.

Both interpretations require
the assumption that a
highly constraining context is
necessary in order for subjects
to have
a prediction ready by the
time the target word is
presented.

There was no evidence to support
a distinction between
sentential
contexts with and without related
words.
This is as predicted by the

interactive view.

The modular view has to assume
that the intervening

words between related prime and target
were sufficient to disrupt or
permit the decay of activation.

Evidence observed by Stanovich and

West (1979, 1981, 1983) provides some
support for this assumption.
These investigators typically observed
facilitation effects from

sentential contexts, with little or no inhibition
from inappropriate
contexts.

Constraint was identical in the two conditions,
because

the same contexts were used.

The presence of facilitation and the

absence of inhibition suggests the involvement of an
automatic intralexical priming mechanism, as described earlier.

What is notable is

that their contexts were several words shorter, on average,

than those

employed in the present study, and the related words in their contexts
were often within a word or two of the target.

When combined with the

results of Stanovich and West, the present results suggest that intralexical priming can occur within a sentential context, but prime and

target must be in very close proximity to one another.
As is probably evident from the discussion to this point,

I

do

not think that the choice between a modular or interactive view of

lexical access can be made solely on the basis of

tlie

present results.

.
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However, .here are two levels
at which questions about
the importance
of context for word
recognition can be asked.
One of these is the

functional Level of reading;
here, we would like to
know how often
contextual information is used in
lexical access.
The other is the

more abstract level of language
processing; answers at this level
will ideally have strict
implications for cognitive structure
and
process.

Regarding reading, the present
results clearly indicate that

sentential context is of minimal
importance for word recognition.
Even if we allow that the facilitation
observed due to highly con-

straining contexts occurs at
of

a

lexical level of processing,

the degree

constraint found in normal text does not
begin to approach .80

(Cough et al.

,

1981)

Regarding language processing in general,
the choice is more difficult.

To

illustrate, consider the fact that we can always
imagine

some sentential context which will induce people
to think of a par-

ticular concept that is presumably associated with
some entry in the
lexicon.

Thus,

there is a means by which activation of a lexical

entry may occur as

a

result of the presentation of a sentential con-

text which need not contain a word that is related to the
activated
Lexical entry.

One problem is that not enough is known about the

relationship between conceptual and lexical knowledge to judge (without a heavy reLiance on intuition) whether the previous scenario is

reasonable.

A second problem is that it is unclear whether this

scenario constitutes evidence for interaction, modularity, neither,
or both.

The most outstanding feature of a moduLe is that it is

inf ormationaily encapsulated:

it is blind

to

information which is

.
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not in the vocabulary
that it uses to perform
its computations.
It
.does not seem to me that
the sentential priming
example ought necessarily be taken as inconsistent
with this feature.

Another factor that complicates
the choice between modularity
and interaction is the fact
that humans can produce
language, as well
as comprehend it.
In order to do this, we
must be able to produce
words (i.e., access the lexicon).
I will not speculate
(much) on
how this is done, but even the
most casual observation of fluent
speech reveals Little evidence
of an intcalexical priming
mechanism
at work.

Rather, it seems that conceptual
or world knowledge is used

to enable the speaker to produce
a word.
of

This looks like a violation

infor:national encapsulation, since
extramodular information is

being used by the lexicon.

However, it is not at all clear how or if

the modularity principle applies to
production.

If

it

does not apply,

then it appears as though we will need one
impenetrable lexicon for

comprehension, and one penetrable one for production,
an ugly state of

affairs
Suppose, instead, that we shift the focus of informational
encap-

sulation away from distinct vocabularies, and toward the more general

notion of restricted information flow between modules.

This view

states that, in terms of a network representation,

there are many

connections within modules, and very few between.

By relaxing the

requirement on distinct vocabularies, a single lexicon will suffice
for both production and comprehension, and this Lexicon wiLL be

cognitively penetrable to

a

small extent.

Tliis

our production mechanism allows us to produce

a

is

the extent to which

word.

To that same
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extent, conceptual knowledge
.ight so.eti.es be useful in
comprehension, if context is sufficiently
constraining (as in Experiments
2
aad 3).
Whether or not giving up
distinct modular vocabularies
is
too great a price to pay, it
is clear that issues
pertaining to production and intermodular
communication need to be addressed.
The point to be made here is
that there are other criteria

besides empirical results which
are relevant for constructing a
model
of

lexical access.

Obviously any successful model must
at least be

consistent with the data; what

I

have attempted to illustrate is that

more than one type of model can be
consistent (which is trivial), and
that these models may differ from
one another in important ways (which
is not so trivial).

The present research has attempted to
distinguish

between an interactive and

a

modular conception of lexical access.

do not believe that it succeeds in doing
so.

modular interpretation of the results.

I

Nevertheless,

I

I

favor a

do this in part as a nega-

tive reaction against the notion of an interactive
model, because such
a

model offers "very little hope of discovering
interesting structural

properties at all, and, consequently, we would be reduced to merely
noting and cataloguing the kinds of problem-solving strategies
that
are (or can be) employed in various kinds of tasks" (Forster,
p.

36).

I

1979,

will consider the positive reasons for doing so in the

next section.
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The Lexical PrnrP«c.or as
Module

The evidence regarding the
role of context in lexical
access IS

quite consistent with the view
that the lexical processor
is a processing module.
It appears that
single-word contexts are capable of

influencing both the information
(or meaning) that
as a consequence of

lexical access (e.g.,

is made

available

Schvaneveldt et al.,

1976),

and the speed with which that
information becomes available (e.g.,

Experiment

Meyer et al,

1;

1975).

Sentential contexts do not seem to

be capable of exerting either
Influence unless they contain a word

that is closely related and/or
associated with the target, and that

word must occur in close proximity to
the target (e.g.. Experiments
and

3;

1983)

Forster,

Seidenberg et al.,

1981;

1982;

Stanovich

&

2

West,

.

As mentioned earlier, a distinction is
warranted between these

types of context.

It

would be desirable for this distinction to be

made for better reasons than that the evidence
warrants it; in particular,
it,

it would

as well.

of word

I

be desirable

to have

theoretical grounds for making

argued in the introduction that most existing models

recognition do not provide

tinguishing between these contexts.

a

theoretical motivation for disIn contrast,

the view that the

Lexical processor is a module requires that the distinction be made.
To see why,

let me now give a brief characterization of Fodor's

conception oF

a

(1983)

module.

According to Fodor,

a

module is a processing subsystem that per-

forms a relatively specialized task; the

lexical processor is a good

.

)
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candidate for such a subsystem.

A.ong the properties of a
.odule are

the following:
1)

A module is "domain
specific;" this means essentiaily
that a

module operates within a single,
relatively specialized, content

domain
2)

The computational system of
a module is not put together
from

elementary subprocesses

;

there is a relatively direct
mapping to the

neurophysiologicai substrate.
3)

The operation of a module is mandatory;
given its input, it

performs its computations.
4)

The operation of a module is fast.

will come back to this

(T

shortly.
5)

A module is "inf ormationally encapsulated;"
it is essentially

impervious to extramodular information.
The most important of these characteristics
is that of informa-

tional encapsulation; it is this which demands a distinction
between
types of information with regard to their appropriateness for
the

computations that the module carries out.

If we

assume the existence

of a lexical module,

then we might expect this module to have access

to information about

the existing words of the

language (i.e.,

'

the

lexicon), and given that, about relationships between lexical entries

which might be represented in the lexicon.
is sufficient to account

This sort of information

for lexical priming from single, related

words, and from related words In sentential contexts (in conjunction

with,

for example,

earlier).

the spreading activation mechanism discussed

In contrast,

the

lexical processor should not have access
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to sentence or discourse
level information.

In fact, the representations of these types of
information should be totally
inappropriate
for use by the lexical
module; its job is to identify
words, and the

representations that it accepts as
input and uses in performing its
computations are not likely to be
similar to presentations of sentence
or discourse level information.
Fodor even suggests that it is
a mistake to think of information
about relationships between
lexical
entries as knowledge.
of

He argues that experience
affects the structure

the lexical network by building
connections between entries, but

this sort of information is nothing
like a meaningful representation
of,

for example, a sentential context.

The lexical information is

represented globally in the lexicon, whereas
the sentence may be
assumed to be represented as a specific entry,
or piece of information.

Thus, sentential contexts that do not
contain related words

close to the target should have no effect on
lexical access.

have

a

We now

principled means of distinguishing between single-word
contexts

and sentential contexts without related words (and
between the latter
and those with nearby related words).

The assumed fast and mandatory operation of the lexical module

arises in part as consequence of informational encapsulation.

Since

the processor is not sensitive to extramodular information (i.e., it

can't be told not to do something),

it will always carry out

computations when presented with appropriate input.

its

Furthermore,

because it does not have to consider the vast body of knowledge that
is

inaccessible to it, the processor can deliver its output quickly.

Thus,

it

gains speed and efficiency for the price of its ignorance.
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Beyond providing a principled
distinction between types of
context, the notion of
modularity yields other
benefits for attempting
to understand lexical
access.
By specifying the
information that
should and should not be
available for computation, the
modularity
hypothesis allows strong constraints
to be placed on the possible
nature of the processor.
Moreover, these constraints are
different
from those imposed by a
traditional bottom-up view.
One way in which
they are different is that they
arise due to the specification of

relevant information purely in
terms of the module's function,
thereby

permitting certain (intramodular
top-down effects to occur.
)

Another

way that the modularity constraints
differ is that they conceivably
permit a choice between conceptions of
lexical processing based on

neurophysiological criteria.

This is so because it is assumed that

there is a fairly direct mapping of the
computational procedures to
the neural implementation.
At this point,

I

want to point out two areas of potential ambigu-

ity in the modularity view.

The first of these concerns what is to

count as uninterpretable input from extramodular sources.

Clearly,

anything like the information contained in

a

be inaccessible to the lexical processor.

What might be available,

however,

is

sentential context should

(extramodular) information that the output of the proces-

sor cannot be correct, given the context (i.e., a "higher-level"

command to reanalyze).

would not constitute
tional encapsulation.

a

The accessibility of this type of information

serious violation of the assumtion of informaThis is because the module could accept this

information and still be

a

"stupid" processor (i.e., still be unable
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to use extra.oduiar

info^ation

in the actual computations
that it

performs).

This openness to reanalysis
commands is probably not too
important for the lexical
processor, since there is
abundant evidence
^idenc
that multiple analyses (or
meanings) are routinely and
cheaply computed.
One of these analyses can
then be selected during subsequent

processing.

In contrast,

reanalysis probably is important
in

syntactic processing (Ferreira

Frazier

,

Rayner,

1982).

,

Clifton, submitted for publication;

Because the syntactic processor is
another

good candidate for a module, and
because it is desirable that the

properties of modules generalize from one
domain to another, it seems
prudent to allow the lexical processor
to be open-in principle, at

least— to reanalysis commands, even

if

their role is minimal or

nonexistent in actual processing.
The second area of potential ambiguity in the
modularity view

concerns the composition and structure of

a module.

To illustrate,

will make use of a finding reported by Foss and Ross
(1983).

I

These

investigators embedded pairs of related words (e.g., PHOTOGRAPHER'S
CAjMERA)

in short paragraphs.

Subjects listened for a target phoneme,

which was always the initial phoneme in the word following the second

member of the related-word pair.

In control paragraphs, an unrelated

neutral word (e.g., MAN'S) was substituted for the first related word
The paragraphs established two kinds of context (neutral vs. biased)

by means of a single "setting" word (e.g., WORKROOM vs. BAKERY) which

occurred in the first sentence.

In neutral contexts.

It

was assumed

that a typical characteristic of the actor would be focused upon,

while in the biased contexts,

this would not be

the case.

Subjects
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detected the target phone.e
faster following the related-word
pair
(PHOTOGRAPHER'S CAMERA) than
following the control pair (MAN'S
CAMERA)
in the neutral context,
but there was no difference
in the biased

context.

rnis result suggests that
the intralexical effect of

relatedness depends on prior context.

This should not be possible,

according to the modularity view's
explanation of this effect (as
presented here, at least). Foss
and Ross proposed an account that
is
still consistent with the modularity
hypothesis, though; they argued
that relatedness effects between
two words are the result of postLexical integration processes.

According to this view, semantic

integration is easier when the existing
discourse representation and
the word to be integrated have some
amount of "semantic overlap."

In

their experiment, this was the case in the
neutral setting, but not
in the biased setting.

Again, the previous account is consistent with
the modularity
view.

The problem is that there do seem to be instances
in which the

semantic relatedness effect most plausibly receives an
intralexical

interpretation (e.g., single-word priming experiments).

We could

abandon this interpretation, as Foss and Ross imply we should, but
this move is awkward after all the justification (with respect to

•

modularity) that has been given for why it is reasonable to expect

intralexical priming effects to occur.

However, if the interpretation

given by Foss and Ross to their data is correct, and if modularity is
to be preserved,

then this move would seem to be required.

The lesson

is that care must be taken in specifying what belongs in a module
(i.e.,

what is represented and how), and this specification should be

,
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grounded as finniy as possible
in the function of the module.

Otherwise, a potentially drastic,
conceivably arbitrary, and almost cer-

tainly distasteful respecification
can be made whenever the view of
a processor as modular is seriously
challenged.

While
serious,

I

I

believe that these concerns regarding
modularity are

also believe that the notion of modularity
provides the

best framework within which to proceed
in order to understand lexical
(and

language; see Fodor,

1983) processing.

The reasons for this

include those stated earlier regarding the
consistency of existing
data with the modularity view; and also the
belief that the phenomenon
of

language processing can best be understood if it is
analyzed as a

system of isolable subsystems.

Indeed, Fodor argues persuasively that

this is the only way that it can be understood.
The view of the lexical processor as module suggests two natural

lines of inquiry.

One is to use the previously described constraints

that it places on the nature of the processor to focus on selecting

among alternative models of lexical a-ccess.

In order to achieve this,

it will be necessary to become much more specific with regard to the

nature of the lexicon.

Questions about the structure of the lexicon

and the nature of the relations between lexical entries (such that

priming can occur) must be addressed.

The other line of inquiry

entails the specification of how a language processing system with

modular components can be sensitive to context.

With regard to lexi-

cal processing, a number of investigators (Foss,

1982;

1983; Tabossi,

1982; Tabossi & Johnson-Laird,

Foss

&

Ross,

1980; Whitney et al

.

1985) have begua to address the question of how the semantic content
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of a prior context can
affect the interpretation
given to lexicai output, and the manner in
which that output is
integrated with the discourse.
In order to make any
reai progress along these
two lines of
inquiry, it will be necessary
to specify more completely
just what the

modules in the system are, and
what information each one needs
in
order to perform its computations.
At this stage, this last
point seems to be merely an order
of

business, rather than an insurmountable
undertaking.

In any case,

the ultimate appeal of the
modularity view seems to reside in the

notion that anything as complex as
the extraction of meaning from

a

Lexical stimulus in the word (or some
large number of them in

combination) can best be understood by
attempting to break the system

down into modules.

The evidence regarding lexical access,
at least,

demonstrates that this strategy is warranted.

Rather than worry

about the influence of everything on everything
else, the task instead

becomes one of determining how the modules work, and
how they
interact.

FOOTNOTE

There were a number of
options regarding presentation
rate.
One was to allow subjects
to set their own rate;
this seemed

undesirable because the interval
between related word presentations
in the HH and HL conditions
would vary from subject to subject.
Another alternative was to increase
the rate of presentation for
all subjects, since 500 msec is
considerably longer than the average

fixation duration during reading
of normal text.

This is a bit mis-

leading, however, since the presentation
of words is out of the

subject's control.

The present rate was chosen because
it seemed

the most comfortable to the experimenter
and several informal judges.
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APPENDIX A
The sentential contexts for
each target word are presented
in

Ills—

capitalized, and pseudorelated^': „o.ds

Trl

nZ^rltT

The
His
The
The

warm BATH made the boy CLEAN.
job was to keep the sidewalk CLEAN.
scalding BATH made the boy CLEAN.
hot water made the boy CLEAN.

Ellen thought the apple BLOSSOM was a pretty
FLOWER.
The young man brought the girl a fresh
FLOWER.
Ellen found a fallen BLOSSOM on the wet FLOWER.
The customer left the waitress a nice FLOWER.
We had to match the CHAIR
The bartender brought the
The animal trainer shoved
The old inan carefully sat
The
The
The
The

to our TABLE.

check to our TABLE.
the CHAIR at his TABLE.
down on his TABLE.

young NURSE was very impressed by the DOCTOR.
child was terrified of his annual visit to the DOCTOR.
NURSE gave a sleeping pill to the DOCTOR.
man filing the lawsuit consulted with his DOCTOR.

The bald EAGLE is a splendid BIRD.
Passing overhead was a rare BIRD.
The vanishing EAGLE is an endangered BIRD.
Behind the thick bars was a magnificent BIRD.
The
The
The
The

GIRL was interested in meeting a nice BOY.
gift of a baseball bat delighted the little BOY.
GIRL handed her paycheck to the pleasant BOY.
employee handed his paycheck to the pleasant BOY.

The waitress approached our table and gave us the BREAD and the
BUTTER.
John eyed the hot potato and reached for the BUTTER.
Harry bent over and picked up some stale BREAD behind the BUTTER.
The hungry child waited for someone to give him the BUTTER.
The parlor CARPET was replaced by a large RUG.
ihe guest spilled wine on the new RUG.
He unrolled the CARPET next to the old RUG.
Near the wall of the room was a large RUG.
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The people cheered as the
guard saluted first the KING
and then the
The young girl fantasized
that one day she would be
the QUEEN
Hxs deeds were so terrible
that the evil KING was hated
by his QUEEN
The young boy was thrilled
to meet the QUEEN.
^

Jane looked up and saw the MOON
and all the STARS
Jane looked up in the darkness
and saw all the STARS.
Mildred saw the MOON slowly rise
over the STARS
The rain was so bad that Jane
could not

see the* STARS.

Joe was unhappy because the LAMP
did not give off much LIGHT.
it was hard to see because
there was not much LIGHT.
Buying the antique LAMP left Joe
without much LIGHT
Joe opened the refrigerator and
noticed there was not much LIGHT.

',^1^^/^^^'^°"^^ ^^^^ed to get to the OCEAN and jump in some
WATER.
Mowing the lawn on such a hot day made Bill
want some WATER.
Bill went up on deck to watch the OCEAN and
get some WATER
Bill went outside to avoid the stuffiness
and get some WATER.
He amazed us by cramming his STOMACH with
FOOD.
It is a fact that most animals must
constantly search for their FOOD.
He lay down and on his STOMACH placed his
FOOD.
The wealthy man did not know what to do with
all his FOOD.

The first QUESTION the student read left him in doubt
about the
ANSWER.
The young student proudly raised his hand because he had
the ANSWER.
The main QUESTION regarding the mechanic and whether he
couid find
the ANSWER.
Joan did not like the mechanic because he could never find the ANSWER.
The
The
The
The

gorilla's ARM was as long as his LEG.
small dog bit him on the LEG.
mugger's ARI-l struck Betsy firmly across the LEG.
mugger's fist struck Betsy firmly on the LEG,

Tine boy could not find the BOOK he was supposed to READ.
The hobo stared confusedly at the sign because he was unable to READ.
The frail girl thought the heavy and bulky BOOK was too big to RE.\D.
The party noise upset the old woman because she was unable to READ.

Tlie CROWD consisted of famous PEOPLE.
Compact cars are designed for small PEOPLE.
The CROWD applauded the famous PEOPLE.
New York City has many large PEOPLE.

The
The
The
The

LEAF silently fell from the
TREE.
hunter rested beneath the TREE.
LEAF came to rest on the TREE.
little animal scurried across
the TREE.

Sally yelled at the LOUD children
making the NOISE.
Sally could not sleep because of
the NOISE
Ann could detect the LOUD music
through the NOISE
Ann could detect the music through
the NOISE.
The
The
The
The

little boy's MOTHER told him to ask
his FATHER.
nurse showed the new baby to his FATHER
naughty boy's MOTHER sent him up to
his* FATHER.
boy was sent from the table up to
his FATHER.

The
The
The
The

man swung the HAMMER forcefully at the
NAIL.
car's flat tire was the result of a NAIL.
carelessly placed H.\MMER fell off the NAIL.
painter's brush fell off the NAIL.

The PEACE could not last because too much was
committed to the WAR.
Tlie President's rash policies make
many Americans worry about a WAR
The PEACE during the night was disturbed at dawn
by the WAR.
The quiet of the night was disturbed by the WAR.
The swimmer carefully stuffed his SOCKS in his SHOES.
Tl-ie unbelievably fat man could not
tell the color of his SHOES.
Steve carelessly threw his dirty SOCKS on his SHOES.
Steve carelessly threw his dirty shirt on his SHOES.
The blue THREAD was carefully inserted through a long NEEDLE.
To fix the damaged dress the old woman used a long NEEDLE.
The blue THREAD was tightly wound around a small NEEDLE.
The new cook was unable to find a small NEEDLE.
The
The
The
The

witness saw the TRUCK back up slowly into a CAR.
man could not believe that his son stole a CAR.
garbage TRUCK was empty enough to hold the CAR.
elephant was too big to fit in the CAR.

The two men used the DECOY to attract the DUCK.
Nancy took some bread down to the water to feed the DUCK.
Tlie two cops used the DECOY to capture the DUCK.
The soldiers used their hand grenades to kill the DUCK,

Diane was relieved because the LOTION very quickly soothed her HAND
l^en the two men met one of them extended his HAND.
Diane was angry because the LOTION spilled all over her HAND.
Tim was angry because the soup spilled all over his Hi\ND.
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He looked for the SKILLET
and eventually found the
PAN.
He burned his hand on
the handle of the PAN
He saw that the SKILLET
waFIming on the PAN.
He saw that the beautiful
fish was in the PAN

The deer^are dangerous around
the HIGHWAY because they run
into the

^^'^^'^
"^g^^
^P°^ ^ deer in the ROAD
the busy HIGHWAY when he saw-^hl
ROAD
Ken was zooming along at a brisk
pace when he saw the ROAD.'

iLZlf""^
""'^i'
Ken was zooming
along

Fred took out a MORTGAGE in order
to pay for his HOUSE
'° '""'"^
people to pay for their
'^Souse!'"'''
The cautious man kept his MORTGAGE
and other valuables hidden in
nlS HOUSE.
The cautious man kept all of his
valuables hidden away in his HOUSE.
The WOMAN was changing her clothes when
in walked a MAN.
Kathy was changing her clothes when in
walked a MAN
The WOMAN had patiently waited for five
hours before seeing a MAN
The hunter had patiently waited for five hours
before seeing a MAN.

Sam arrived ,u the BEACH and immediately
tures in the SAND.
A popular activity is to bury someone up
Sam arrived at the BEACH and was pleased
SAND.
Phil stepped from his car and was amazed
SAND.

began building small structo his neck in the SAND
by the temperature of the

by the temperature of the

The girl hoped her PONY would grow and become a HORSE.
Because its leg was broken we had to destroy the HORSE.
While running in the woods the PONY tripped and fell against a HORSE.
Tl-ie contest was over and a terrific prize
was presented to the HORSE.

The STORM helped the crops which needed the RAIN.
The baseball game was delayed because of the RAIN.
The desert STORM brought high winds which blew the RAIN.
Janet travelled to California and was impressed by the RAIN.
A bell rang inside the BARN and out walked a COW.
For religious reasons Gandhi never would have eaten a COW.
Hearing clucking inside Elmer entered the BARN and saw a COW.
Hearing clucking inside Virgil entered the building and saw a COW.

The boy refused to eat the CRUST of the warm BREAD.
The mother watched her kids feed the birds the old BREAD.
After dinner the boy enjoyed the flaky CRUST of the fresh BREAD.
Harvey told the waitress he would not pay for the bad BREAD.
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The BIRD could not rise in tha
Tae
-Liic i_i.t;ature
creature rnT^A
couiu notf ri
in
The tinv RTRn

u
because
i-Vi^

it injured its WING.
because it injured its WING
u

not eat any food because
it damaged its WING.

The SICKNESS did not result
in his DEATH
We were devastated upon hearing
of his DEATH.
The severe SICKNESS niade Allen
ask for his DEATH
ihe icy sidewalk was responsible
for his DEATH.

Theima could not P'^^^e^t
orevent tho
the qm^t
SMELL of cigars from entering her
NOSE.
wnnlH have
h...ribeen pretty except
She would
for the size of her NOsi.
Theima could not get the SMELL of
cigars
her NOSE,
ihe girl did not really care
for the color of her NOSE.
t

•

r-

o^f

The
The
The
The

gun started the RACE and the horses
began to RUN
boy was late so he decided to RUN.
horse RACE was nearby so we decided to
RUN.
event was nearby so we decided to RUN.

APPENDIX
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Eric used the rake to gather
the CLEAN.

The inside of the oven was
very FLOWER.

Tim referred to the insect as
an ugly TABLE.
The slippery pavement made it
difficult to steer the DOCTOR.
His eyes watered because of the
thick BIRD.

The heavy frost made the outdoors
Look very BOY.
The exercise required that he extend
his hand down to his BUTTER.

The trucks drove through the blizzard
spreading the RUG.
Its beautiful windows made the wrecking
crew reluctant to destroy
^
the old QUEEN.

Because of all the bones Don could not eat the
STARS.
The banker came home drunk and was yelled at
by his new LIGHT.

After hearing of the damage the priest went

to

see the old WATER.

The judge sat quietly thinking before he spoke
to the FOOD.

You should not eat food that has been on the ANSWER.
George Washington became ill whenever he was on a LEG.
The obnoxious teenage boy always woke up the neighbors with
his
strange READ.

Arnold Left the tool out in the PEOPLE.
Tlie

tobacco became dry in the hot TREE.

Ed knew that there was ice under the NOISE.

Although Teri hated to bake she decided to make a FATHER.
Playing happily with the yarn was a Large NAIL.
Robert tried to get in for two hours and finally found the WAR.
The young girl was afraid to go on the SHOES.

.
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The man could not see outside
because there wasn't a NEEDLE,
rne governor was very displeased
by the conduct of the CAR.
It is difficult to hold your
breath for even a DUCK.

Lisa still had to fix the potatoes
and prepare the HAND.
To the young couple's horror the
dog but their little PAN.
""^^^

^^""pnln"
a KUAD

stitched two pieces of burlap together to
make

New York's toll was so expensive that
there were no trucks on the
HOUSE.

The charming little village on the postcard
looked very MAN.
To

impress his date Bruce decided to put some wax on
the SAND.

The customer sat down and asked for the pepper
and the HORSE.
The author appeared on television to discuss his new
RAIN.
He casually decided to write his name with the COW.

You definitely can't take the test without a BREAD.

The baseball player was embarrassed because the ball hit him on
his
WING.

Tom quickly stamped his foot on the small DEATH.
Kathy was changing her clothes when in walked a NOSE.
Steve wanted to go to college but did not have any RUN.

